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Damage to reinforced concrete infrastructure due to chloride-induced corrosion is 
widespread throughout the marine environment in South Africa. This thesis is an 
investigation into four current concrete repair contracts at harbours in the Western 
Cape. The works are critiqued in terms of repair philosophy and methodology, and 
recommendations are made for improving practice. 
A literature review is presented, outlining the relevant background to the chloride-
induced corrosion of reinforcing steel, specifically in the marine environment. 
Damage assessment tools and techniques are also presented, and the different repair 
options that are most common in practice are discussed. The contract documentation 
for the four contracts is reviewed, and it is highlighted that while the bulk of the 
project specification is identical, the major differences in the documentation from the 
four contracts are in the quality and level of detail of the construction drawings. The 
individual repair methods chosen for various concrete elements are described in detail 
and commented on in terms of concrete durability. Forensic testing results in the fonn 
of chloride profiling and corrosion inhibitor testing at two locations are presented. 
This infonnation is drawn together and discussed firstly from a forensic testing 
viewpoint, and then critiqUed on the basis of repair methodologies. The four sites are 
compared and recommendations are made to improve practice under each 'phase' of a 
repair contract. The differences in the approaches taken at the four sites are evaluated 
and commented on. It is evident that there is a difference in philosophy of quality and 
value in current repair contracts, with some engineers being willing to invest time and 
money in understanding material behaviour whilst others are satisfied to perfonn 
minimum repairs, depending on traditional methods, despite modern advances in 
knowledge. 
While it is evident that forensic testing and repair trials are not commonly being 
perfonned on site, the value of such measures in infonning damage assessment and 
repair method choice is shown. It is recommended that forensic testing be included as 
mandatory in new contracts. An 'anatomy' of a repair contract is presented for 
consideration for new repair contracts, highlighting the key factors that must be 
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This thesis addresses the repair and rehabilitation of reinforced concrete structures in 
the marine environment. In order to give some insight as to how the aspects 
concerning concrete repair are applied in current practice, it was decided to 
investigate current repair and rehabilitation contracts in Western Cape marine 
environments. The Repair and Maintenance Programme (RAMP - explained in 1.2) 
was selected to provide this data as not only was it a series of current repair projects 
that mainly addressed damage due to steel reinforcement corrosion, it also presented 
the opportunity to look at the approaches of a number of different consultancies. 
Four locations were available for investigation in this work: 
• Hout Bay Harbour (R13 Million repair contract) 
• Saldanha Bay Harbour (RIO Million repair contract) 
• St Helena Bay Harbour (Rl1 Million repair contract) 
• Laaiplek Harbour (R8 Million repair contract) 
The 'base' data for these contracts came from the documents and drawings obtained 
from the contmcted consultancies, as well as information from other sources such as 
discussions with the relevant engineers. At two of the locations in particular, namely 
Saldanha Bay and St Helena Bay, there was an opportunity to perform forensic testing 
on some of the deteriorating structures, and this is presented in chapter 6. 
While all these contracts are under one 'banner' being the RAMP contract, it is 
important to note that they are all performed by different consultancies and 
contractors. Each consulting company had an individual style of addressing the 
respective problems. By linking to the literature review presented in the next chapter 
it will also be possible to see the range of levels of deterioration in each of these 
structures as well as the many repair options that are covered, from 'do nothing' to 
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environments that reinforced concrete has to endure, and so it is structures in this 
environment that wiU be addressed in the framework of this research. 
The repair and rehabilitation of these structures will be evaluated in terms of the 
different strategies and methodologies that are being used by consultants in present 
day civil engineering practice in South Africa. Current projects are anonymously 
compared and it is intended that the end product of this work will give guidance for 
the present day practices of repair and rehabilitation of corrosion damaged structures 
in the marine environment. Recommendations will also be given as to how to improve 
practice. The objectives are listed below: 
• Survey and present relevant literature regarding the repair of concrete harbour 
structures 
• Investigate four RAMP contracts in terms of 
o Contract documents 
o Site works 
• Perform forensic testing where possible at the sites in order to inform study 
• Compare results from investigations across the four sites, focusing on repair 
methodology, strategy and philosophy 
• Make conclusions about current practice 
• Give recommendations for improving current practice 
1.4 Scope and Limitations 
This thesis uses four repair contracts to critique current practice, and there will 
naturally be some generalisation made when applying results from this 'sample' to 
general practice. Each contract will be unique and have its own particular nuances, 
but the lessons learnt from a comparative critique will be valuable to future contracts. 
While the Department of Public Works went to great effort to provide information for 












At the time of this thesis (2003/4-2005), particularly at the time of the initial 
investigations and data capture, the various projects were at different stages of 
completion. It was not practical to follow all of these projects from start to fmish. 
Ideally aU these repair works should be evaluated after five to ten years to determine 
success, but this was not feasible in this research. 
The remote locations of three of the four sites also meant that information gathering 
was only restricted to a few site visits per site. 
1.5 Thesis Overview and Layout 
The thesis commences with a review of relevant background to the chloride-induced 
corrosion of reinforcing steel in the marine environment. Damage assessment tools 
and techniques are also presented, and the different repair options that are most 
common in practice are discussed. 
Chapter 3 outlines the methods of investigation that were used to obtain data, from a 
review of the contract documentation to the forensic testing that was performed. 
Chapter 4 presents a review of the contract documentation. This investigates the 
general and particular contract specifications, as well as the contract drawings for the 
four harbours. In chapter 5 the repair works at the four harbours are presented, and in 
chapter 6 forensic tests from two sites are presented, wherever possible in the form of 
tables, figures and graphs. 
In chapter 7 the information is drawn together and discussed firstly from a forensic 
testing viewpoint, and then critiqued on the basis of repair methodologies. The four 












2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Reinforced concrete structures have fmite life spans. Over the course of a structure's 
life it will be subjected to various deteriorating processes and will, if left alone, 
eventually fail under serviceability or ultimate requirements. The processes that lead 
to the deterioration of these structures are complex and in most cases reliant on 
external influences, including exposure conditions and the presence of oxygen and 
water. This, coupled with the stochastic behaviour of concrete in the real 
environment, results in behaviour that is not easy to predict. Many structures require 
major repair in order to remain serviceable across their entire design life (Strohmeier, 
1994). The most common cause of deterioration in these types of structures is a result 
of the corrosion of the steel contained in reinforced concrete. Not only does the 
resulting loss of cross-sectional area of the steel present a danger, but the products of 
the corrosion process are also expansive and in many cases cause the corroding 
member to crack. 
2.2 Concrete in the Marine Environment 
Use of concrete in the marine environment is common throughout the world, 
attributed mainly to the fact that relative to other widely used construction materials 
such as timber or steel, concrete shows good resistance to water (Mehta: 1991). The 
properties of concrete, however, are such that the material does not have an indefmite 
lifespan. An understanding of the microstructure of concrete helps give a clearer view 
of how concrete deteriorates. 
Figure 2-1 is a schematic of the porosity of a typical concrete, and it can be seen that 
voids in concrete exist on a number of different scales. The penetrability of concrete, 
i.e. the ease with which agents can move through concrete, comes as a result not only 
of the size of these pores, but also the connectivity of the pores. This influences the 
deterioration of reinforced concrete in several ways, and the most prominent is the 
role that the cover concrete will play in a structure, effectively dictating that rate at 
which corrosion-inducing chlorides will move into the concrete towards the steel 
reinforcement. 
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Table 2-1: Categorization of Exposure Conditions: (Mackechnie, 2001) 
Marine 
exposure Marine tidal and splash zones Marine spray zone 
category 
Extreme 




Sea water under sheltered conditions Within 500 m of shore - heavy wave action and 
with little wave action onshore wind 
Severe NIA Near shore (>500 m) in an exposed marine location 
Moderate NIA 
Sheltered within lkm of shore or within 30 km of 
coast 
Table 2-2: Influence of Environment of Chloride penetration - (Schiesl and Bakker in Addis, 
2001) 
Not aggressive Indoor conditions with <70%; constantly and 
totally immersed 
Moderately aggressive (without chlorides) RH always > 70%; infrequent major variations in 
RH; occasional condensation 
Aggressive (without chlorides) Frequent major variations in RH; frequent 
condensation or wetting and drying cycles 
Aggressive (with chlorides) Marine environments without direct contact to sea 
water; low chloride attack in combination with 
infrequent major variations in RH 
Very aggressive Severe chloride attack; sea water splash zone; 
frequent wetting and drying 
Extremely aggressive Very severe chloride attack; frequent chloride 
splash water to horizontal surfaces 
Assessing the performance of concrete in the marine environment requires the 
investigation of two areas: the concrete properties and the exposure conditions. 
However, in practice it is not possible to create perfect concrete properties or a totally 
non-aggressive environment that will allow for an indefmite reinforced concrete life 
span. Some of the mechanisms responsible for the deterioration of reinforced concrete 
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Figure 2-2: Deterioration process in marine concrete (Mehta, 1991) 
The diagram above shows a range of deterioration mechanisms that can be broadly 
classified into two groups, physical and chemical. It has been noted by various 
authors (Pullar-Strecker, 2002) that the main cause of deterioration in reinforced 
concrete structures in the marine environment is the corrosion of the reinforcing steel 
in the concrete, and this process is both chemical and physicaL The following section 
will focus on the chemical fundamentals of concrete corrosion, moving from a 
theoretical background to the physical damage that corrosion can cause. 
2.3 The Corrosion of Reinforced Concrete 
The corrosion of steel is an electrochemical process whereby steel is oxidised through 
various stages to fonn an expansive hydrated ferric oxide, commonly known as rust. 
Most steel will corrode in the presence of moisture and oxygen, as it is not stable and 
actively seeks to convert to an oxidised state. Steel in concrete does not corrode 
initially because concrete is a highly alkaline material. Concrete contains microscopic 












This alkaline condition leads to the formation of a passive gamma ferric oxide layer 
on the surface of the steel, which is a thin film of oxide that stifles any further 
corrosion by forming a thin coating on the surface ofthe steel. In this manner, it is the 
corrosion of the steel that prevents any further corrosion, a favourable anomaly. This 
passive layer is however not indestructible, and will break down to allow corrosion 
under two conditions. The first is if the pH reduces below the passive range, which is 
what occurs during carbonation, and the second is in the presence of sufficient 
chlorides. 
2.4 Chloride Attack 
The protective layer of ferric oxide that forms on reinforcing steel in alkaline concrete 
is broken down by the presence of chloride ions in sufficient concentration. This 
section will look at the causes and mechanisms of chloride attack. 
2.4.1 Causes of chloride contamination 
In the marine environment, the main source of chlorides is seawater. Structures do not 
necessarily have to be in direct contact with the water for chloride contamination to 
occur, as it is possible for sea spray to carry salts many kilometres beyond the 
shoreline. The highest chloride concentrati ns however will be found in concretes that 
have direct contact with the seawater, but if the concrete is fully submerged or 
saturated, there is little danger of active corrosion, and so this is of limited interest to 
the engineer. Therefore the most critical locations in terms of marine structures are 
either on or just above the fluctuating sea leve~ as was shown in Figure 2-2. 
It is also possible for chlorides to be inherently included in the concrete mix. This is 
not common, but Pullar-Strecker states that there have been recorded instances of 
seawater being used in marine construction instead of ordinary tap water (Pullar-
Strecker, 2002). This practice results in levels of chloride that are extremely high and 
promote corrosion from an early age within the structure. Until about the 1960's it 
was also common practice to use admixtures containing calcium chloride in 
construction, a practice that has since been discarded. In colder climates, de-icing 
salts are used to clear roadways and this is also a common cause of chloride 
contamination (Pullar-Strecker, 2002). Figure 2-3 shows the difference in chloride 
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Figure 2-3: Typical chloride profile of concrete elements in the marine environment (PuUar-
Strecker, 2(02) 
2.4.2 Factors influencing transport mechanisms in concrete 
Concrete provides protection against reinforcement corrosion in two ways - fIrstly, 
the material properties of the concrete dictate the ability of corrosion causing agents, 
in this instance chlorides, to permeate or travel into it. Secondly, the cover affects the 
length of time before corrosion commences. The cover depth will also affect the 
susceptibility of a corroding structure to crack and show signs of deterioration. Thus 
not only do these material properties affect the length of time before corrosion is 
initiated, but also the rate at which the structure will deteriorate. Whilst some would 
say that the best protection for concrete is more concrete, and adopt larger cover 
depths for design to prolong service life, others also recognise the need to understand 
the factors that influence the ingress of chlorides from a material as well as an 
environmental point of view. Richardson (2002) lists those influencing factors as the 
following: 
lit Chloride diffusivity of the concrete 
lit Sorptivity of the concrete 
lit Ability of the concrete to bind chlorides 
lit Water/cement ratio 











• Degree of exposure to chloride 
• Temperature 
• Carbonation 
• Hydrostatic head (if applicable) 
2.4.2.1 Chloride diffusivity 
According to Broomfield, the rate of chloride ingress into a concrete can be 
approximated by the laws of diffusion. The initial transport process appears to be 
suction, in that the unsaturated concrete readily absorbs seawater. Secondly there is 
some capillary movement of the seawater, which contains the chlorides, and 
subsequent to that is what could be termed true diffusion (Broomfield, 1997). 
The diffusion of chlorides into concrete produces a gradient that starts at some initial 
surface concentration and decreases as the depth increases. This surface concentration 
can be hard to predict, noting that it is possible for the near surface region of a 
concrete that is in regular contact with water to be diluted in terms of chloride 
contamination by the constant water action (Broomfield, 1997). Figure 2-3 shows a 
typical chloride profile, noting the near-surface decrease in concentration. 
The chloride profile is most connnonly modelled using an error function solution of 








= Chloride content by mass of binder at reinforcement 
= Surface concentration of chloride 
= Mathematical error function 
= Depth into the concrete 
= Diffusion coefficient 
= Time 
(2.1) 
Equation 2.1 is based upon two parameters that relate to the exposure conditions. The 
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and tables of values for both are given in literature (Mackechnie, 2001), based 
specifically on the exposure conditions for each structure's location. 
Richardson (2002) lists many references that show how ordinary Portland cement 
concretes performed very poorly in research tests in terms of diffusivity. He goes on 
to state that the decrease of the chloride ion concentration associated with the use of 
extenders such as fly ash, slag and even supplementary materials like micro-silica is 
noteworthy. 
2.4.2.2 Concrete Sorptivity 
Whilst ion diffusion is the predominant mode of chloride transport, the initial mode is 
through capillary suction of water into pores near the surface of the concrete. The dry 
pores absorb water, and have a major influence on the ability of chlorides to move 
through concrete. This is especially true in climates that have dry and wet cycles, 
whereby the salt laden moisture will initially be absorbed into the dry pore structure, 
and the following dry cycles will evaporate the water to leave the salt, which will then 
begin to diffuse into the concrete as a result of the concentration gradient. 
Richardson states that a reduction in the surface absorption can significantly enhance 
service life by lowering the uptake of chlorides (2002). Alexander et al (1999) echo 
this sentiment with the development of a water sorptivity durability index test that 
characterises the near surface absorption of concretes. Such a test could easily be 
implemented for quality control on site, directly addressing a durability requirement at 
an early stage. The following diagram is taken from a UCT monograph and shows the 
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2.4.2.4 Water!cement ratio 
In the past engineers have relied upon the link between the compressive strength of a 
concrete and its durability, as associated with the presence of pores in the 
microstructure. A concrete with a lower water/cement ratio is very likely to be denser 
than one with a high water/cement mtio, and common practice verifies this claim. 
Simply basing durability considerations on the compressive strength, however, is not 
adequate, as there are many other influences that can impact negatively or positively 
on the ability of a concrete to have a maintenance free service life. 
Figure 2-5 shows the increasing time to corrosion activation as a function of concrete 
grade, and also highlights the effect that extenders can have on the durability of a 
concrete. This effect could have been detected by an index such as a chloride 
conductivity test, but not by considering compressive strength directly. 
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Figure 2-5: Model prediction results of the time to corrosion activation for different concrete 
types (Addis, 2001) 












2.4.2.5 Chloride diffusivity of the aggregate 
Richardson points out that the diffusivity characteristics of the aggregates can playa 
role in either improving or negatively impacting the diffusion of chlorides into the 
concrete as a whole. This would depend on the diffusivity and permeability of the 
aggregate relative to the cement paste fraction. 
2.4.2.6 Degree of exposure to chloride 
It is not surprising that the location and orientation of a chloride-affected concrete 
structure relative to its source of chlorides will to a large extent dictate the movement 
of chlorides into the concrete. In marine concretes with direct contact with seawater it 
is the splash zone that typically suffers the most in terms of damage. Also with 
bridges that encounter de-icing salts, locations such as joints and drains are commonly 
the ftrst to show major signs of damage. 
Thus by addressing the most critical locations in terms of chloride exposure, it is 
possible to meet the most pressing durability needs. Alternatively, these locations 
could be regarded as indicators if they are identifted as the most likely locations for 
corrosion damage, and time and expense in terms of the inspection of the entire 
structure could potentially be saved. 
2.4.2.7 Ter.nperature 
Dhir (quoted in Richardson) states that the influence of temperature on chloride 
ingress is also substant al, as a result of two factors. The ftrst is the impact that 
temperature can have on the diffusion coefftcient, possibly doubling the coefftcient 
with a temperature change of 10°C. Secondly, Richardson also states that it is possible 
for seasonal temperature variations to release bound chlorides (2002). 
2.4.2.8 Carbonation 
The process of carbonation releases loosely bound chlorides, thereby increasing the 
free chloride concentmtion and putting the reinforcing at a higher risk of corrosion. 
Thus even if a concrete is deteriorating badly due to chloride-induced corrosion, it 












2.4.2.9 Hydrostatic head (if applicable) 
This is most commonly found in structures that are permanently submerged, and 
refers to the possibility of a hydrostatic pressure being able to drive chloride-
containing water into the concrete. 
2.4.3 Chloride threshold 
Depassivation occurs when the amount of chlorides at the steel reaches a 'threshold 
level', and active corrosion is initiated. This threshold value (usually expressed as a 
percentage of chlorides by mass of cement or binder) is often the benchmark in terms 
of assessing the service life of a structure. This was seen in a previous section where 
the time to corrosion initiation was modelled using Fick's second law of diffusion. 
The reason for this is that the subsequent time from corrosion initiation to 
serviceability failure may be relatively short in comparison to the time from 
construction to corrosion initiation. This is especially true for prestressed structures 
where the consequences of a high corrosion rate are serious. 
In Ordinary Portland Cement concretes, a threshold value of 0.4% chloride (by mass 
of cement) is commonly regarded as being a suitable design value. It should, however, 
be noted that this value does vary, especially with the use of extenders in newer 
concretes. Thomas noted that whilst the use of Fly Ash as a cement extender reduced 
the 'threshold' considerably, the addition of the extender provided better protection 
because of its affect on the rate of chloride penetration. This is an important 
consideration, noting that whilst most corrosion damage prediction models focus on 
'time to corrosion initiation', the control of the rate of corrosion after the threshold 
has been reached is also an effective way of managing corrosion in a structure. This is 
the reason that corrosion of reinforcing steel in permanently saturated concretes such 
as underwater piles and columns is not as critical as unsaturated locations, in that 
there is less oxygen available to 'drive' the process (Thomas, 1999). 
Broomfield states that a chloride threshold concentration of 0.4% chlorides by mass 
of cement is the level at which the passive layer on reinforcement is broken down and 
corrosion may initiate (1997). Mackechnie stated that corrosion threshold depends on 











the concrete (2001). Richardson (2002) lists the factors that influence the critical 
chloride threshold as including the following: 
• binder chemistry - especially C3A content 
• ratio of free chloride to total chlorides 
• chloride ion to hydroxy I ion ratio 
• the waterlbinder ratio 
• the hydroxyl ion concentration 
• temperature and relative humidity 
• electric potential of the reinforcement. 
The large number of influencing factors result in many different reported thresholds in 
the literature, but the most commonly adopted value is 0.4 % chloride by mass of 
cement or binder. 
The following tables show various estimates of corrosion probability: 
Table 2-3: Corrosion Probability after Browne (1980) 
Chloride content by Probability of 





Table 2-4: Corrosion Probability (Mackechnie and Alexander, 2001) 
Chloride content by Probability of 














2.4.4 The nature of steel corrosion in concrete 
According to Mackechnie and Alexander (2001), once the passive layer has been 
broken down, the following requirements are necessary for corrosion to occur at a 
significant rate: 
.. A reactive metal that will oxidise anodically to form soluble ions 
.. A reducible material that provides the cathodic reactant (typically hydroxyl 
ions) 
.. An electrolyte that allows IOnIC movement between the material and 
environment 
In concrete in the marine environment, all of the above are provided. The reinforcing 
steel itself is both the anode and the cathode, whilst the concrete (especially if a high 
moisture content is present) is the electrolyte. 
Figure 2-6 is a schematic representation of the corrosion process: 
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Figure 2-6: Schematic representation of corrosion in reinforced concrete (Mackeclmie and 
Alexander, 2001) 
Four states of corrosion are mentioned, each one being dependent on the surrounding 











• Passive State: This is the state of steel in sound concrete before deterioration 
occurs. Only small levels of corrosion occur, and this is to maintain the 
protective passive layer of the steel. 
• Pitting corrosion: In localised anodes and cathodes, caused by the breakdown 
of the protective ferric oxide layer. This is usually activated in marine 
concretes by the presence of chlorides at the steel. 
• General corrosion: This is due to a breakdown of the passive film over a larger 
area. This will cause mUltiple corrosion sites on the steel, and is common in 
carbonated concrete. 
• Active, low potential corrosion: This is common in concrete in the marine 
environment that is permanently underwater. There is not enough oxygen 
present to restore the passive film on the surface of the steel. 
Only 'pitting' corrosion and' general' corrosion are of major concern to the practising 
engineer, because of their ability to corrode at a significantly faster rate than passive 
and low potential corrosion. At this stage the distinction can also be made between 
what is termed micro-cell corrosion and macro-cell corrosion. This refers to the 
relative distance between anodic and cathodic sites. In micro-cell corrosion, the anode 
and cathode are closely spaced, and this is favoured in concretes that have a high 
resistivity and deep cover. Macro-cell corrosion occurs more frequently in concretes 
that are contaminated with salt~. 
The corrosion reactions that occur are summarised as follows (Broomfield 1997) 
(2.2) 
This is the anodic reaction, where the steel dissolves into the pore water of the 
concrete, and gives up two electrons. These two electrons are taken up at the cathode: 
(2.3) 
This is the cathodic reaction and is depicted in the diagram, and the two hydroxyl ions 
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specification must have an understanding of what the deterioration processes are, and 
how the particular repair method that is being adopted will counter this deterioration. 
Mehta (1991) describes the 'normal' steps that are taken in repair as being: 
• Evaluation of the condition of the concrete 
• Determination of the causes of damage or deterioration 
• Se lection of the repair materials 
• Selection of repair methods, including the methods of surface preparation 
It is often the case in reinforced concrete damage that the condition of the concrete 
will give a good insight into what deteriorating processes are involved. The previous 
section on the damage caused by steel corrosion discussed how it was possible for 
there to be clear indicators of damage in a structure that is undergoing active 
corrosion, typically in the form of cracks, spalls or rust staining. 
2.6.2 Damage and corrosion indicators 
While the ability of a corroding structure to give 'warnings' as to its performance is 
desirable, and often used as the basis for assessment, an experienced engineer will be 
required to assess the performance of a structure even when these indicators are not 
present. Basing assessment on the presence of cracks, spalls and corrosion staining 
might suit the requirements of the most cursory of investigations; a fuller insight can 
only come from the use of more detailed test methods. Invariably this will be at a 
greater cost, but as is stated by Mays (1992), the fraction of a typical repair budget 
spent on initial investigations and specification preparation is minimal. A brief 
discussion of the most commonly used forensic investigation methods follows. 
2.6.2.1 Visual Surveys 
The initial investigation will almost always be a general visual inspection, paying 
attention to the following (Addis, 2001): 
• Nature and pattern of cracking 
• Distortion or displacement of structural elements 











.. Evidence of poor quality concrete 
.. Systematic recording of observations 
Pullar·Strecker (2002) echoes the importance of the last point, stating that especially 
in cases involving litigation; a good series of photographs of damage will go a long 
way to back up the engineers' assessment of the level of damage. In marine 
conditions, where access may be problematic, Mehta (1991) states that the use of a 
diver or underwater camera may suffice. 
2.6.2.2 Carbonation 
The most common test for carbonation uses a phenolphthalein spray gun, applied to a 
core or piece of concrete. This phenolphthalein solution will remain colourless in 
carbonated concrete. In uncarbonated concrete, where concrete is still alkaline (pH> 
9), the solution will tum pink or purple. The importance of this test can be twofold, in 
that while it checks for carbonation as a corrosion inducer, carbonation can accelerate 
the rate of chloride ingress. 
2.6.2.3 Chloride Ingress 
Whilst it is possible to perform simple and approximate chloride ingress tests on site, 
it is the common practice ofthe majority of engineers who require this information to 
dispatch extracted cores to a forensic laboratory for chemical titration testing. This 
results in a chloride profile for the core, plotting the chlorides (expressed as a 
percentage by mass of cementlbinder) versus depth. The critical chloride percentage is 
typically adopted as 0.4%, and some judgment would be made as to whether or not 
active corrosion is taking place at the level of the steel. 
Mackecbnie and Alexander (2001) give some limitations to be aware of when 
adopting this test approach: 
.. Presence of chlorides in aggregates may give misleading results 
.. Chloride contents in cracks and defects cannot be accurately determined 
.. Slag concretes may be difficult to analyse with colorimetric titration methods 











2.6.2.4 Half-Cell Potential 
This is a measure of the electrode potential between the surface of a concrete and the 
reinforcing steel. The test procedure uses an electrode in a solution of a salt of its own 
ions (for example copper: copper sulphate, silver: silver nitrate), which is applied to 
the surface of the concrete. A connection is made to the reinforcing and the electrical 
potential between the two is measured, and expressed in millivolts. AS1M (American 
Society for Testing and Materials) expresses the categories for these results as 
follows: 
Table 2-5: ASTM Rebar Potentials as referenced in Mackechnie and Alexander (2001) 




The following are the limitations of such tests: 
.. Interpretation of results must be done with caution (preferably by a specialist) 
.. Rebar potentials from carbonated concrete are difficult to interpret (the 
reading is a mixed potential of anodic and cathodic sites) 
.. Delamination may disrupt the potential field producing false readings 
.. Environmental effects will influence potentials ( e.g. temperature and 
humidity) 
.. Rebar potentials cannot be directly correlated with corrosion rates 
.. Stray curre ts may affect measured potentials 
2.6.2.5 Resistivity 
A test of concrete resistivity measures the ability of a concrete to conduct current flow 
between the anode and the cathode, recognising that this will to a large extent control 
the rate of corrosion of steel in concrete. This is dependent on the pore structure of the 
concrete and also the degree of saturation, implying that poor quality saturated 
concrete will have a lower resistivity and a higher conductivity (and therefore be more 
likely to enhance corrosion). Alternatively, good quality concrete with a low degree of 
saturation will have a lower conductivity, a higher resistivity and will thus be more 











The most common test method for resistivity uses the Wenner Probe, which has four 
probes in contact with the surface of the concrete. The two outer probes transmit an 
alternating current and the two inner probes measure the potential difference. The 
resistivity is then calculated relating the current flow, potential drop and spacing of 
the probes (Mays. 1992). 
Mackechnie and Alexander give a rough assessment of the likely corrosion rate: 
Table 2-6: Concrete Resistivity Classes 





2.6.2.6 Corrosion Rate 
Using linear polarization principles, it is possible to measure the actual corrosion rate 
in reinforced concrete. Mackechnie and Alexander regard this method as being the 
only reliable method of assessing the corrosion rate of a damaged structure. However, 
they also state that single readings are generally unreliable as a result of the effect of 
environmental and material influences. The relatively large expense that is associated 
with the equipment required for accurate corrosion rate testing is also a limiting 
factor. The following table shows a qualitative assessment of corrosion rates: 
Table 2-7: Qualitative assessment of corrosion rate 





2.6.2.7 Cover Survey 
According to Pullar-Strecker (2001), assessing the depth of cover is important as it 
can give some indication of the likelihood of future cracking and spaHing. In 
structures that have already spaUed badly and are showing exposed steel, this 
evidence is readily available. In locations where the concrete is still 'sound' an 
electromagnetic cover meter can be used to detennine the depth of the steel cover to 











Caution should be taken with this method when assessing large cover depths, and 
where steel is bunched, crossed or closely spaced as this could confuse the instrument 
and result in inaccurate readings. Calibration of the cover meter is also advised 
(Addis, 2001). 
2.6.3 Ranking systems 
It is possible to draw together the previously mentioned indicators into a comparison 
and to weight them according to the level of damage, in order to compare structures to 
determine the relative level of damage. 
Andrade proposes a simplified method of evaluating damage in corrosion affected 
structures, relating these tests to each other and to other parameters such as the 
environmental exposure and the type of structure. This results in an index that will 
give a guideline as to what the urgency of intervention is, and how soon the 
deteriorating member will need to be addressed. (Andrade, 2004): 
2.6.3.1 Environmental Aggressivity (EA) 
The particular location in which the structure is found is classified according to the 
EN 206 code. The more deleterious the environment, the higher the assigned index 
will be, ranging from 0 (XO) to 4 (XS3). For the model proposed by Andrade, the 
focus was on corrosion damage and thus certain of the above exposure classes, such 











Table 2-8: Summary of exposure classes and environments in EN 206-1 
Degradation Sub-class Environment 
phenomenon 
No risk of corrosion attack XO Unreiriforced concrete: all 
exposures except freeze/thaw, 
abrasion, chemical attack 
Reiriforced concrete: very dry 
Corrosion induced by XCI Dry or permanently wet 
carbonation 
XC2 Wet, rarely dry 
XC3 Moderate humidity 
XC4 Cyclical wet and dry 
Corrosion induced by XDl Moderate humidity 
chlorides other than from 
seawater 
XD2 Wet, rarely dry 
XD3 Cyclical wet and dry 
Corrosion induced by XSI Exposure to airborne salt 
chlorides from seawater 
XS2 Permanently submerge 
XS3 Tidal, splash and spray zones 
Freeze/thaw attack XFl Moderate water saturation, no 
de-icing agent 
XF2 Moderate water saturation, de-
icing agent 
XF3 High water saturation, no de-
icing agent 
XF4 High water saturation, de-icing 
agent or sea water 
Chemical attack XAI Slightly* aggressive 
environment 
XA2 Moderately * aggressive 
environment 
XA3 Highly* aggressive environment 
* Quantified in respect of the chemical characteristics of groundwater (SOl-, pH, CO2, NH/, Mg"j or 
soil (sol. acidity) 
2.6.3.2 Damage Corrosion Index 
The index that will be combined with the Environmental Aggressivity index (EA) is 
the Damage Corrosion Index (DCI), which will seek to place the level of actual 
corrosion damage on an index scale. This uses the common forensic tests that have 
been discussed such as corrosion rate measurement, depth of chloride penetration, 
resistivity, and combines the results from each. Each individual test that is performed 
on the corroding location will give a result that is then placed in an index, ranging 
from Level I (no corrosion damage) to Level IV (major corrosion present). A 
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It is possible to weight certain results more heavily than others, if it is felt the 
reliability or accuracy of some tests are higher than others. 
2.6.4 Simplified corrosion index 
The simplified corrosion index (SCI) is the combination of the Environmental 
Aggressivity index (EA) and the Damage Corrosion index (DCI). The two numbers 
are now on a comparable scale (1-4), and a simple average will suffice. Andrade 
states that the number produced should fit into the following categorization: 
Table 2-9: Simplified Corrosion Index (Andrade, 2004) 
Level of Corrosion Simplified Corrosion Index 
Very Low Corrosion 0-1 
Low Corrosion 1-2 
Moderate Corrosion 2-3 
High Corrosion 3-4 
2.6.4.1 Type of structural element 
Provision can be made in this type of indexing system for the type of structural 
element that is being investigated. This refers to the idea that some members will be 
more critical than others in terms of the likelihood of ultimate structural failure. 
Andrade made provision for this by the use of tables that would assign an index based 
on the amount of shear reinforcement present (assuming shear failure as the most 
likely failure mechanism), taken as an indicator ofthe likelihood of sudden failure. 
2.6.4.2 Safety Margin and Consequences of Failure 
Where such information is available and accurate, the amount to which the section 
capacity is over-designed can also be factored into the index considerations. The 
consequence of the structure's failure is also categorised, noting the connection 
between the two. The higher the consequence of failure and the lower the amount to 
which that particular structure is over-designed, the more critical the index will be 











2.6.4.3 Urgency of Intervention 
The fmal index into which the structure is placed is a categorization that gives 
guidance as to the 'urgency of intervention', i.e. it gives some indication as to the 
appropriate steps that are to be taken and in what timeframe. For this to be done, all 
the index values that have obtained until now, such as the Structural damage index, 
the Corrosion index and the consequences of failure are drawn together as a fmal 
Structural Damage Index (SDI) value. The classification follows from this value, and 
an example taken from Andrade's work is shown below: 
Table 2-10: Structural Damage Index after Andrade (2004) 
SDI Value Urgency of Intervention Action Needed 
Negligible >10 Periodic inspections 
Medium 5-10 Reassess structure within this 
time 
Severe 2-5 Structural assessment within 
this time 
VeryScvere 0-2 Repair or detailed structural 
assessment need within this time 
2.6.5 Discussion 
A summary of the most common methods in current use in local engineering practice 
has been presented, and an attempt has been made to show how they are capable of 
guiding the decisions that are made regarding repair and rehabilitation. 
Focus was given to work proposed by Andrade, where a simplified method of 
corrosion assessment was used to evaluate the need for repair, and some discussion is 
necessary about the appropriateness of such a system. 
The use of any system of assessment will be doomed to failure if there is no 
understanding of the basic mechanisms of deterioration, from understanding what the 
governing inputs are to how they are recognised and as to how 'best' to treat concrete 
that has been damaged by such mechanisms. Within a system such as this simplified 
approach, more than a single method of assessment is used and the results are 
combined for an index of the corrosion level. It is questionable whether it is best 
practice to combine different sets of results with the same weighting to obtain an 
average. The reason for this is twofold. Firstly, the accuracy of the tests might be such 












accuracy and confidence than other tests. It then follows that this set of results would 
be given higher weighting in the combination of results, thus having more influence 
on the average value. Secondly, if the engineer responsible for compiling data from a 
number of tests is not confident of the accuracy of the results or the methods that are 
being used to obtain them, he/she should be allowed the opportunity to either reduce 
the impact of that set of results on the fmal value or to discard them completely. 
The other concern that arises out of the proposed methods for simplified indexing is 
that the ultimate goal is to place the particular location into a scale that will represent 
the action to be taken. The idea in this approach is that it is sufficient to allow a 
structure to deteriorate until a specific level of damage is reached such that its 
combined indicators (such as corrosion damage, consequence and failure and 
relevance of damage) place it in a category that recommends that remediation take 
place as soon as possible, or at least within the next few years. From the viewpoint of 
simplifying the assessment process and unifying different investigation and 
recommendation techniques, this is a step forward. From the viewpoint of what the 
most effective method of repair is in terms of saving money and prolonging service 
life, it is limited in the simp Ie fact that certain repair measures are most effective 
when applied at levels of deterioration that might not coincide with the level of 
deterioration that the structure would be allowed to reach under the aforementioned 
approach. Some treatment and repair methodologies, when applied at an earlier stage 
when damage is not at a critical level, will perform better and give the structure more 
protection against future damage, as opposed to allowing the structure, untreated, to 
reach a damage level that requires more costly and possibly less successful methods 
to be instituted. 
The strength of this approach lies in its ability to identify structures that are in the 
most need of repair, and this is aU too often the scenario that engineers are faced with. 
Thus, when deciding which structures should be repaired frrst amongst an array of 
deteriorating structures, and more importantly how the oftentimes sman allocated 
repair budget should be spent, a simplified approach to assessment fmds itself being 











2.7 Repair Options 
2.7.1 Introduction 
There are different strategies that can be selected for the rehabilitation of concrete that 
has undergone reinforcement corrosion. These range from surface applications of 
protective treatments to expensive electrochemical techniques and even the 
demolition and reconstruction of the structure itself. Typically the cost of the repair is 
proportional to the level of deterioration of the structure, but when a decision must be 
made between different options, each will have a different impact in terms of cost and 
period of protection. Also, the selection of some repair options are dependent on the 
deterioration that has already occurred, and so might not be a viable option for use if 
the structure is in an advanced state of deterioration. Methods of repair will be 
discussed in this section only as they pertain to the treatment and repair of chloride-
damaged structures. 
2.7.2 Do nothing (Leave alone) 
An option open to the engineer is not to perform any repair on the structure. There 
may be varying reasons for this, for example if the structure is nearing the end of its 
design life, of if it is· not being used as intended and there is no need for it to be fully 
functional. Alternatively, there may be insufficient funding and thus the decision is 
guided by monetary considerations. Wherever this approach is adopted, care should 
be taken as to the safety of the people who will interact with the structure, especially 
as it moves toward eventual failure. Thus on certain occasions, it is best to use this 
strategy in combination with demolition (Scott, 1997) 
2.7.3 Physical and chemical repair techniques 
2.7.3.1 Coating (Barrier) systems 
Barrier coatings and surface sealants are preventative methods that are used in 
structures where active corrosion is not occurring. The purpose of a barrier system for 
concrete repair and rehabilitation is to prevent the movement of these chlorides into 
the concrete. Broomfield notes that once chloride corrosion has initiated, a barrier 











the steel had started to corrode, there is already enough moisture and oxygen in the 
concrete for the steel to further corrode and crack the concrete. Once the concrete is 
cracked, moisture and oxygen will have free access to the steel. He further noted that 
because of the fact that a barrier coating would not restore the passivity to the steel, 
their use after corrosion has been initiated provides little protection. 
Modern coating systems use silanes and siloxylsilanes to penetrate into the pores of 
the concrete and form a hydrophobic layer. This layer allows the movement of water 
vapour through the membrane, allowing the concrete to breathe while still retaining 
impermeability to water. The different types of surface protection are shown in Figure 
2-10: 
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Figure 2-10: Surface protection, ranging from intermittent layer (far left) to full barrier (far 
right) (Mehta, 1991) 
Mackechnie and Alexander (2001) suggest that the use of hydrophobic sealants is 
better than the use of full barrier coatings in that they reduce the moisture content of 
the concrete, lowering the potential for corrosion to occur. They also state that 
hydrophobic sealants are best suited for use in uncontaminated concrete that is free 
from cracks and surface defects. Unfortunately the recent advent of these types of 
treatments means that there is in fact little real data from in-situ experiments to 
substantiate the claims of the manufacturers. Another major deterrent with this 
treatment is the dependence on correct procedures to be followed on site, especially 











2.7.3.2 Patch repairs 
The manner in which chlorides are able to ingress into the concrete and break down 
the passive layer of the reinforcing steel is such that instances of reinforcement 
corrosion can be isolated, with the formation of distinct anodic and cathodic sites. In 
this case, it may be suitable to remove the chloride-contaminated concrete from that 
particular location and replace it with a patch repair. 
Patch repairs and chloride-induced corrosion 
Chloride induced corrosion is much more aggressive in nature and although the 
locations of corrosion are well isolated, there is usually a high rate of corrosion 
present. The main danger with this type of corrosion is that it is possible for large 
areas of reinforced concrete to be corroding without visibly showing signs of 
corrosion. 
If the concrete surrounding a patch repair still contains chlorides it could result in the 
formation of incipient anodes on either side of the patch. According to Mackechnie 
and Alexander (2001), not only does this initiate corrosion adjacent to the patch, it 
could also result in patch failure within as little as two years. 
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Figure 2-11: A typical patch repair (Mackechnie and Alexander, 2001) 












The frrst step is to expose all of the corroded reinforcement by removing the 
surrounding concrete. This is often termed 'breaking out'. 
Steel preparation 
After the concrete has been removed, the corroded reinforcement bars must be 
cleaned. This stage is important, as corroding reinforcement will continue corroding 
unless it is properly cleaned. Once the steel has been cleaned, it is common practice to 
apply an anti-corrosion coating to the surface of the steel. 
Patch application 
A bonding aid can be applied to assist the bond between the patch and the original 
concrete, but most patch material manufacturers claim that this is not necessary. 
In terms of materials, the repair mortar that is used as a replacement material to the 
original concrete is typically a cementitious grout/mortar containing small aggregates 
or even small fiber-reinforcement to improve micro-cracking properties. 
Curing and sealing 
The correct curing of repair concrete is very important, and curing can be performed 
by the use of sealing membranes or polyethylene sheets that are attached to the patch 
surface to prevent moisture loss. 
In site conditions, the main problems that are encountered with the successful 
applications of patch repair involve the correct preparation of the substrate surface 
and the mix of the repair mortar. The surface of the steel must be fully cleared of any 
corrosive products and the concrete surfaces must be free from dust deposits and 
loose aggregates. 
2.7.3.3 Corrosion Inhibitors 
Corrosion inhibitors are different to the previously mentioned methods of treatment in 
that they do not focus on the agents that initiate corrosion, i.e chlorides, but rather 
with the rate of the corrosion reactions. According to Mackechnie and Alexander 
(2001, pg. 20), a corrosion inhibitor is a chemical substance that reduces the corrosion 
of metals without a reduction in the concentration of corrosive agents and this is 











The principle in corrosion inhibitors is to develop a thin layer not more than a few 
molecules thick that will inhibit corrosion at the surface of the steel. 
The performance of the inhibitors is dependant on many factors, and the predicted 
inhibition as a result of these influencing factors is shown below (Mackechnie and 
Alexander 2001): 
Table 2-11: Likely performance of corrosion inhibitors 
Likely Inhibition Corrosive conditions Concrete conditions Severity of corrosion 
Good Mildly corrosive, low Dense concrete with Limited corrosion with 
chlorides or good cover depths minor pitting of steel 
carbonation (> 50 mm) 
Moderate Moderate levels of Moderate quality Moderate corrosion 
chloride at rebar concrete, some with some pitting 
(i.e. <1 %) cracking 
Poor High chloride levels at Cracked, damaged Entrenched corrosion 
rebar (i.e. >1%) concrete, low cover to with deep pitting 
rebar 
Thus from the above the 'best' concrete to apply inhibitors to would be the concrete 
that has deteriorated the least, having mild corrosive conditions and showing little 
damage. The suitability of this method as an early preventative measure is noted. 
A corrosion inhibitor that is applied after construction must be capable of 'migrating' 
into the concrete to the level of the steel. Migrating inhibitors move through 
unsaturated concrete by vapour diffusion, according to Mackechnie and Alexander 
(2001). Thus the use of a corrosion inhibitor can have limited success in structures 
that are exposed to the marine environment, because of the fact that many of the 
members will contain concrete that is near saturation. Mackechnie and Alexander 
(2001), state that this is a result of the high moisture and salt levels that prevent 
significant vapour diffusion. 
Therefore, two key factors influencing the success of corrosion inhibitors must be 
assessed prior to application. Firstly, the ability of the inhibitor to be able to penetrate 
into the concrete to the level of the steel (which can be assessed through test patches), 
and secondly, the severity of the corrosive environment (which can be assessed by 
chloride profiling). This is important because if the corrosion at the steel is too 
advanced, successful inhibition is not possible. In work done by Rylands (1999), it 











successfully if the chloride content in that particular concrete was more than about 1.0 
% by mass of cement. 
Alternatives to the surface application of penetrating corrosion inhibitors are to apply 
them directly to the steel, which would require concrete to be removed, or to 
incorporate the admixture in concrete overlays (Broomfield 1997). 
2.7.3.4 Electrochemical Chloride Extraction (ECE) 
Electrochemical Chloride Extraction is a process whereby the chlorides that are 
present within the concrete and would cause the passive layer on the steel to break 
down are removed. It is also known as desalination. This is done by temporarily 
applying a strong electric field across the cover concrete region, between the 
reinforcement and an external anode placed on the surface of the concrete. This 
causes negatively charged ions to migrate from the reinforcing to the external anode, 
and the result of this is threefold -
It Decreases the potential of the reinforcement 
It Increases the hydroxyl ion concentration 
It Decreases the chloride concentration at the level of the steel. 
(Mackechnie and Alexander, 2001). 
A schematic illustration ofthe process is shown in Figure 2-12: 
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According to Mackechnie and Alexander (2001), the success of ECE is dependent 
many factors, including the following: 
(I) The level of deterioration of the concrete in question 
(I) The physical properties of the concrete, such as cover and spacing of 
reinforcement 
• The length of application and current level 
• The ability of the cover concrete to conduct the electrical field 
• The presence of defects in the cover concrete, such as cracks and spalls, that 
might cause uneven chloride extraction 
According to Pullar-Strecker (2002), the typical current density that is applied in 
Electrochemical Chloride Extraction is 1 Alm2 of reinforcement, applied at a voltage 
of between 20-100 V. The current is applied over a period of between 2-10 weeks. 
Mackechnie and Alexander (2001) suggest that for complete chloride extraction to 
occur, the charge must be applied over more than 8 weeks. 
The negative aspects of this type of treatment are as follows: 
• It may be possible for surrounding concretes that contain chlorides to 
replenish the concrete over time, and to reinitiate corrosion. 
• The process requires a temporary power supply during application, which can 
be problematic in isolated structures. 
• If the cover to the reinforcement is not constant through the member, it is 
possible to short circuit the electric field. 
• In prestressed concrete structures, there is the danger of hydrogen 
embrittlement occurring. 
• It is possible to accelerate Alkali-silica reaction with this treatment, and 
special care must be taken with reactive aggregates. 
2.7.3.5 Cathodic Protection 
Whereas Electrochemical Chloride Extraction is a temporary treatment, cathodic 
protection is a permanent application of an electric field in the cover concrete. The 
impressed current ensures that the reinforcement is cathodic and that corrosion will 











There are two types of cathodic protection, namely active cathodic protection and 
passive cathodic protection, and the difference between these two is the manner in 
which the 'power' is supplied to ensure that the steel remains cathodic (Pullar-
Strecker, 2002). 
Active cathodic protection is a process whereby the steel reinforcement is kept 
cathodic by the application of a current from an external power source, and a 
transformer-rectifier supplies the current between the reinforcement and an anode, 
which is placed on the surface of the concrete. These anodes may range from 
conductive paint overlays to titanium mesh embedded in shotcrete. According to 
Mackechnie and Alexander (2001), these types of anode systems are designed for a 
minimum service life of twenty years, but may last more than fifty years. 
Passive cathodic protection is where there is no externally applied electric current to 
promote the movement of ions, but the anode that is placed at the surface of the 
concrete is a metal that is higher than steel in the electrochemical series, such as zinc. 
It will therefore corrode instead of the reinforcement steel, and supply electrons to the 
cathodic steel surface. The use of sacrificial anodes to prevent steel corrosion has 
been used for over a hundred years in applications where the steel is wet, such as in 
the hulls of ships. In concrete, however, the resistance of the concrete to the 
movement is usually too high for the use of these systems without an external power 
source (Pullar-Strecker, 2002). These types of sacrificial anode systems are therefore 
most successful in temperatures above 20°C and where the concrete is wet and thus 
resistivity is low (Mackechnie and Alexander, 2001). 
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Figure 2-13: Cathodic Protection (Pullar-Strecker, 2002) 
Of aU of the repair options, cathodic protection is the most successful in practice in 
that it directly affects the corrosion process, and provides a much longer lasting 
solution with a reduced likelihood of corrosion occurring again. The cost is, however, 
relatively high compared to other treatment options. Besides this initial cost 
consideration, there are other mctors that would influence the choice of this treatment 
method: 
., The reinforcement must be electrically continuous . 
., As with ECE, the cover must be uniform and must not contain any major 
defects such as delamination . 
., Special cares must be taken when working with prestressed members and 
alkali reactive aggregates. 
• There must be a permanent power supply available to power the operation. 
(Mackechnie and Alexander, 2001) 
It is important that the correct amount of current is used in the system, because if 
there is too much negative potential in the system it could result in negative side 
effects such as hydrogen embrittlement of the reinforcing steel or reinforcement bond 
loss. 
Cathodic protection has been shown to be successful in the Western Cape, with a jetty 











2.8.1 Service Life 
Mehta (1991) notes that it is the current assumption at the design stage that many, if 
not a11, concrete structures will go through their service life maintenance free. Current 
repair practice shows that this is not a valid assumption to make. A study of marine 
structures in the Western Cape revealed that in most of the structures investigated will 
require major repairs before their design life is reached (Strohmeier 1994). In the 
design phase, it is expected of the engineers involved that they design the structure to 
withstand the expected deterioration processes safely until a specified age. 
The engineer who has to design the repair works for a deteriorated structure must 
make key decisions as to how much money to spend and to what level the structure 
must be restored. Figure 2-14 is a model of a typical life span of a structure that does 
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Figure 2-14: Tutti Diagram (Mackecbnie and Alexander, 2001) 
This model represents the typical life span of a reinforced concrete structure. It is 
divided into three periods, namely the initiation period, where the corrosion causing 
elements have not yet penetrated to the level of the steel, the propagation period, 
where corrosion has been initiated and the protective layer covering the steel has been 
broken down, and the acceleration period, where corrosion causes cracking and 
spalling, and so the access of corrosion-causing chlorides and carbonates into the 











A rapid increase in the level of deterioration with increasing time is evident in Figure 
2-14. It is therefore expected that the cost of repair will also increase with the level of 
deterioration. Strohmeier's research confIrmed this, and he further stated that repair 
work should be performed as soon as distress is noted (1996). This is difficult to adopt 
as a rule, however, because in practice the level of distress might have different 
implications for different engineers and owners. Thus the decision has to be made as 
to what practical level of deterioration the structure is allowed to reach before 
rehabilitation. It has already been seen in the previous section on repair options how 
different repair methods are suited to different levels of damage. 
The following Table 2-12 is taken from a study done by Scott (1997), which shows 
the typical extension of service life that is available through certain repair measures. 
Table 2-12: Life extension for various repairs (Scott, 1997) 
Repair Methods Possible Useful Life 
Surface treatment Approximately 10 years (based on European data) 
Reconstruction of damaged Variable, depending on rate of penetration of contaminants: 
areas (patch repairs) • Complete removal of contaminated concrete -10 years or 
more 
• Partial removal of contaminated concrete - fairly short (a 
few years) 
Cathodic Protection Variable, depending upon components of the system. Minimum of 20 
years 
The followmg graphs show what Impact these repaIr methods would then have on the 















Figure 2-16: Regular minor repairs, for example patch repairs (Strohmeier, 1995» 
10 
Figure 2-17: Cathodic Protection (Strohmeier, 1995) 
Whilst the above three diagrams are purely for illustrative purposes, the effect that the 
different options have on extending the service life of a structure is clear. The third 
diagram, which represents cathodic protection, suggests that it is possible to 
indefmitely prolong the service life of a structure, but the practicality of this system is 
not that simple in that there are many factors, including the high cost and permanent 
current requirements that influence the implementation of this method. In the South 
African context, there have only been a few cases where this has been successfully 











The main parameters that govern the previous figures from Strohmeier are the 
required service life and the acceptable level of deterioration. Every structure will 
encounter some deleterious mechanisms that will degrade the structure to a point of 
failure. At the repair stage, if these mechanisms have resulted in a need for repair at a 
stage that is earlier than predicted, which is the standard case as concrete structure are 
designed for 'maintenance free service lives', it is clear that applying the same 
approach in repair will result in failure. Lessons can be learnt from structures that 
prematurely show damage. 
2.8.2 The basic 'rules' of repair 
According to Mackechnie and Alexander, in developing such repair strategies there 
are three basic rules that should be addressed (2001): 
(I) The level of deterioration of the structure that is to be repaired will indicate the 
performance that is to be expected from the structure after repair. In other 
words, the repair must be able to withstand the deterioration processes that 
cause the necessity for repair. This may seem like an obvious requirement, but 
it can be the case that a standard method of repair treatment that is applied 
without the full understanding of the damage-causing mechanism involved can 
result in a detrimental effect on the structure instead of a beneficial effect. 
(I) Corrosion rates and damage increase dramatically with time, and thus the 
timing as well as the method of repair is crucial to the successful rehabilitation 
of a structure. Structures that are left for too long without rehabilitation may 
not be able to be restored to full serviceability. 
(I) Different treatments are able to repair and restore the structures to different 
levels. Some repair methods, if instituted incorrectly (such as patch repairs 
causing incipient anodes), will increase the rate of deterioration of the 
structure as opposed to improving it. 
Unfortunately it is often not possible to make the above three considerations freely 
without the limitations of timing and budget, or even the lack of available necessary 
information to guide decision processes. Mackechnie and Alexander state that the 











II There is a lack of understanding on the part of the engineers involved of the 
corrosion and deterioration processes. If the fundamentals are not clearly 
understood, it will not be possible to adequately repair the structure in 
question. 
II Proper investigation and testing are not made prior to the important decisions 
regarding the state of the structure. Thus the accurate state of the structure is 
not fully assessed and the engineer might propose remedial works that are 
inadequate are even unnecessary. 
II As mentioned earlier, there might not be sufficient funds available to fully 
repair the structure. 
II Inappropriate repairs could lead to poor performance, where the specified 
method of repair is not the most suitable for the rehabilitation of the structure. 
" The actual institution of the repairs on site could be defective in procedure. If 
proper site practices are not ensured, it is unlikely that the repair will be 
successful. 
Thus there are fmancial, forensic, procedural and fundamental considerations to be 
made and balanced against each other. It is shown through common practice, 
however, that the economic considerations of such repair have the greatest impact and 
they will dictate the timing and scale of repairs (Mackechnie and Alexander, 2001). 
The most common practice mistakenly looks only at the short-term cost associated 
with one single set of repairs at a single stage of the structure's design life, instead of 
adopting a more holistic view of how cost can be minimised throughout the entire life 
of a structure. 
2.8.3 Life Cycle Costing 
Very few clients (i.e. the owners of the structures) are capable of effectively 
budgeting for future repairs, and this means that the repair works are commonly very 
poorly funded (Mackechnie, 2001). The ideal scenario is to construct structures that 
do not require any future repair works, but the high cost up front is the major hurdle in 
this regard, and it can be hard to persuade clients that money will be saved over an 
extended period of time. In work done by Scott, the above was shown to be true in 












Table 2-13: Total Life cycle costs of typical beam members exposed to marine environment 
(Scott, 1999) 
Option 1 2 3 4 5 
Original Design 60MPa 60MPa 60MPa 60MPa 60MPa 
30%jlyash 30%jlyash 30%jlyash 30%jlyash 100% PC 
55mm 30mmcover 40mm 40 mm cover 75mm 
cover cover cover 
Repairs/maintenance None Surface Patch Cathodic Patch 
treatment at repairs ifter protection repairs ifter 
JO-year 20 and 35 after 20 years 15,25 and 
intervals years 35 years 
Relative Costs 1.0 2.0 2.3 3.0 3.5 
Notes on repair options:-
Option 1. Durability designfor maintenancefree 40 year service life 
Option 2. Based on anticipated life ofsuiface treatment 
Options 3-5. Based on the likely stage at which spalling damage becomes excessive 
Option 5. Design required bySABS 0100:1992 
Within the scope of current repair projects and new structures, however, engineers are 
able to make use of the advantages that have been in the fields of forensic analysis, 
repair methodology development and serve life predictions in order to increase the 
reliability with which they can predict the future perfonnance of a structure. This is 
not just a consideration to be made in new structures, but also in repair contracts as 
the exponential nature of corrosion damage escalation results in exponentially 
increasing costs associated with delaying concrete repair. 
2.9 Conclusion 
A review of the aspects concerning the repair of reinforced marine concrete structures 
has been presented. This progressed from the fundamentals, looking at an 
understanding of deterioration processes in marine concrete, focussing specifically on 
corrosion damage as induced by chlorides, to the assessment of such damage, the 
options for repair and what the necessary considerations should be in making 
decisions regarding concrete repair and rehabilitation. The research to be presented in 
the following chapters will investigate repair contracts for local reinforced concrete 
structures that are situated in the marine environment, and that already show clear 
signs of corrosion. An assessment of the contract documentation for these repair 
works is presented, followed by a description of the repair strategies that are being 
implemented by the engineers on site. In chapter 6 some forensic work that was 
performed at two of the locations is presented and chapter 7 critiques the works from 











3 Methods of Investigation 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the methods of investigation that were used, detailing what 
each investigation entailed and their relevance to the research conducted in this thesis. 
These investigations serve as tools by which the repair methodologies used in the four 
contracts can be assessed and quantified, and then in tum compared and critically 
reviewed. 
The purpose of this chapter is to help with understanding the results that will be 
presented later, and to give some idea of the limitations and fundamental mechanisms 
of each investigation. The following are the methods used in this work: 
• Review of Contract Documentation 
o Project Specifications 
o Construction Drawings 
• Discussions and Meetings with Consulting Engineers 
• Visual Condition Surveys 
• Invasive Techniques (Selected Sites) 
o Chloride Profiling 
o Penetrating Corrosion Inhibitor Test 
3.2 Review of Contract Documentation 
3.2.1 Project Specifications 
Chapter 4 reviews the project specifications for the repair works at the various 
harbours. It is evident that these documents are copied from project to project, and 
that the real instructions for repair methods exists either in the form of drawings or 
on-site supervision. 
The specifications given in these documents are commented on in terms of suitability, 











3.2.2 Construction Drawings 
The most prevalent form of instruction between the consulting engineers and the 
contractors on site is in the form of construction drawings, which give details of the 
work that is to be carried out. The level of detail contained in these drawings and the 
clarity of the instructions given therein are important in ensuring quality 
workmanship. 
The drawings are commented on for each location, and in some instances certain 
details have been reproduced to show the details of the repair works that have been 
carried out. 
3.3 Discussions and Meetings with Consulting Engineers 
During the course of this investigative work it was also felt necessary to communicate 
with the consulting engineers involved at each location. The purpose of this was two-
fold: Firstly, it served as an introduction to the various sites and works, but secondly, 
it also gave an opportunity to ascertain the repair philosophy that was being used, and 
how that was affecting the chosen methodologies. In addition to this, an attempt was 
made to gauge the 'attitudes' ofthe respective engineers to the various repair options. 
3.4 Visual Condition Surveys 
3.4.1 Objectives 
Visits were made to all four contract sites. The objective of the various site visits was 
to gain familiarity with the structures that were being repaired. In this way it was 
possible to do two things: Firstly to relate the locations in order to contrast the 
adopted repair strategies, and secondly to be able to relate the level of deterioration at 
each site/structure to the methodologies that were implemented. These investigations 
form the basis of much of the discussion at the end of the thesis. Unlike the particular 
forensic tests that were performed, the investigations made in these condition surveys 












3.4.2.1 Specific Limitations 
A number of different types of structure were investigated: these were constructed at 
different dates, using different materials and methods, and thus the performance of 
each is not expected to be similar. Not all of this 'base' information is available, and 
many of the structures show signs of previous repair measures, which will also have 
influenced the performance over time. 
As these structures are all in the marme environment, accessibility was often a 
problem, and it was not possible to survey some of the more inaccessible places such 
as underwater and underneath some jetties and quays. 
Another limitation of this survey was the timing of the investigations, which were 
performed as soon as possible within the time frame of this thesis, but often not at the 
most suitable time for investigations - most were performed whilst the repair 
contracts were underway, and this should be considered in perusing the collected data. 
3.4.3 Methodology 
As far as possible with the available information, the performance of a structure 
(whether showing visible signs of deterioration or not) is defined in terms of: 
Properties of the structure 
This includes material properties such as the concrete type, type of member/structure, 
the age of the structure, possible repair history, and location relative to deleterious 
mechanisms. 
Damage indicators 
Visible damage, for example in the form of rust staining, cracking, and spalling. 
Cause 
Whether or not estimation can be made from the visual survey as to the cause of the 












3.4.4 Focus oflnvestigation 
Chloride induced corrosion damage 
The damage of reinforced concrete as a result of chloride-induced corrosion is a 
theme that runs throughout the entirety of the thesis, and so it is this damage 
mechanism that will be highlighted as the most important to address. It is also the 
most common cause of damage in the structures that are being investigated. 
Performance of previously performed repair work 
The performance of previous repair measures can also give insight as to how the 
current measures will perform in the future, and investigations will be made into 
these. 
Current repair works 
Current repair works are identified and investigated in order to make a comparison of 
the differences in repair strategy between the four contracts. 
3.5 Invasive Techniques 
3.5.1 Chloride Profiling 
This procedure quantifies a chloride profile from the surface into a concrete, 
representing the percentage chloride present (expressed as a percentage by mass of 
binder) in a concrete sample, plotted against depth. The results are typically shown in 
graphical format, and are useful in understanding how chlorides are able to move 
through concrete. 
The typical chloride profile follows a roughly hyperbolic decreasing shape, moving 
from a high surface concentration and tending to either a zero concentration or the 
• cast in' chloride concentration. The properties 0 f the concrete will dictate the ability 
of chlorides to be transported, and thus this test will also give an indication of the 
'quality' ofthe concrete in relation to the environment and time. 
3.5.1.1 Sampling 
A common method of sampling is to extract cores from the in-situ concrete member 











state that the susceptibility of a structure to corrode and to show signs of corrosion is 
influenced by the following factors: 
• The size of the reinforcement will affect how easily the cover concrete will be 
able to delaminate. Also the steel bar spacing will impact on the likelihood of 
delamination . 
., The depth of cover, in that if the steel is at a large enough cover depth, full 
oxidisation will not be possible. 
• The resistivity of the concrete, connected to the moisture content will 
determine the development of anodic and cathodic sites. 
It Cracks provide pathways for chlorides to ingress to the level of the steel, and 
promote corrosion. The crack may not necessarily have been caused by the 
corrosion itself, for examples cracks may appear under working loads. 
• Connected to the above is the possibility of corrosion being promoted in 
highly stressed members, i.e. stress-induced corrosion. 
2.6 Assessment of Corrosion Damaged Concrete 
2.6.1 Introduction 
This section refers to the inspection and assessment of the level of damage that has 
occurred and could potentially occur in reinforced concrete. According to Pullar-
Strecker, such inspections are typically required at the change of ownership of a 
structure, through a routine health check or possibly as a result of visible corrosion 
damage (2002). For infrastructure such as bridge, harbours etc., this would entail 
regular maintenance inspections by the authority. 
Options for corrosion assessment cover a wide range of different types of 
investigation, from general visual inspection to more detailed testing methods that 
require time, expense, and specialised expertise. The option that is chosen would be 
set out by the client at the start of the work, and would usually move from general to 
specific over the course of the repair contract. Baker (in Mays, 1992) notes the 
importance of a correct and comprehensive diagnosis at an early age, stating that in 
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4 Contract Documentation: Project Specifications and 
Drawings 
This chapter presents the project specifications for the four repair contracts, moving 
from standardized specifications to the more particular requirements as prescribed in 
contract drawings. Particular focus is made on concrete durability aspects. 
4.1 Standardized Project Specifications (SABS 1200G) 
The RAMP programme adopted the SABS 1200G guidelines for standardized 
specification of construction works. Thus for all four contracts the requirements were 
the same and reference is made to SABS 1200G in particular in terms of concrete 
requirements. 
4.1.1 Exposure Conditions 
The classification of exposure condition, 'very severe conditions', was assigned to an 
four locations because of their close proximity to seawater. Scope was also given to 
allow for a more severe classification in the specification if needed. 
4.1.2 Materials 
Table 4-1: shows the cements that were specified for the RAMP contracts, and 
includes the allowance of the use of blended cements. This is beneficial in terms of 
durability and is common practice in current construction contracts. 
Table 4-1: Cements allowed in tbe RAMP contracts 
Cement Description 
CEMI 
42,S Portland Cement 
CEMI Portland Cement, rapid 
42,SR hardeninK 
CEM 
IIIB-V Portlandfly ash cement 
CEM 
IIIB-W Portland fly ash cement 
CEMIII/A Blast furnace cement 
Allowance is also made for the on-site blending of cements, conditional on 











Table 4-2: Cement extenders and the governing SABS standards 
SABSEN Cement - Part 1: Composition, specification and conformity 
197-1 criteria for common cements 
Portland cement extenders - Part 1: Ground granulated blast 
SABS 1491-1 furnace slag 
SABS 1491-2 Portland cement extenders - Part 2: Fly ash 
SABS 1491-3 Portland cement extenders - Part 3: Condensed silicafume 
4.1.3 Construction 
4.1.3.1 Cover 
For three of the four contracts, reference was made to the contract drawings for cover 
information. For the St Helena Bay contract, however, a 'blanket' governing value of 
75 nun was specified as minimum cover. This is noteworthy as it appears that the 
engineers on the St Helena contract have opted to specify a relatively high cover in 
order to conform to a more conservative design. 
4.1.3.2 Concrete (Structural) 
The conunon concrete material specifications are given in Table 4-3, and show the 
options that are available to the engineer for concrete choice. 




Cement type and Extender type cement + water/cement 




















65%-74% 26% .. 35% 
Note: 
1) CEM I may be CEM I 42,5N or 42,5R 
2) GGBS - Ground Granulated Blast Furnace Slag 
3) FA - Fly Ash 
4) Factory blended cements (CEM II1B-V, CEM II1B-W or CEM III/A) win be accepted 
provided that they conform to one of the blends specified in the table. The Contractor shall 
supply certification thereof. 
5) Water-reducing admixtures may be used to improve workability. The water cement ratio shall 











The options given for selection above, especially those for steel reinforced concrete, 
show acceptance of current practice regarding the use of cement extenders. The use of 
Pozzolans such as Fly Ash or latent hydraulic binders such as Ground Granulated 
Blast-Furnace Slag have been proven to increase the durability of reinforced concrete 
in the marine environment. 
4.1.3.3 Curing and Protection 
The curing requirements given below are standard recommendations for projects of 
this nature, but in practice these are very rarely fully adopted, or adequately 
performed on site. 
Table 4-4: RAMP Curing Requirements 
Curing Requirements: 
For plain concrete For steel reinforced concrete: 
i) Retaining forms in place on vertical surmces i) Covering with burlap or hessian or similar moisture 
provided they are made with non-absorbent retaining materials and keeping the concrete 
mcing materials. continuously wet. 
ii) Ponding of water on horizontal surmces. ii) Continuous spraying with water. 
iii) Covering with sand, earth, straw, sawdust, iii) Releasing the forms slightly and allowing a flow 
cotton, jute, burlap or hessian or similar moisture of water between the form and the concrete by 
retaining materials. continuous spraying with water. 
iv) Curing methods using sealing materials such as 
plastic or liquid membrane forming compounds shall 
iv) Continuous spraying with water to ensure that not be used for steel reinforced concrete structures 
the concrete surface remains continuously moist due to the low W/C ratio ofthe concrete mix. The 
and is not allowed to dry out. water provided by the moist curing is required for 
completion of the hydration ofthe concrete in the 
cover layer. 
v) Covering with plastic sheeting, waterproof or 
other curing paper. 
vi) Liquid membrane-forming curing compounds 
may be used. Only resin type compounds will be 
permitted. 
The curing periodfor concrete containing CEM 1 only shall be 7 days. The curing periodfor concrete's 
containing CEM 1 plus cement extenders (GGBS, FA) shall be 10 days. 
All water for curing shall be clean, fresh water and under no circumstances shall seawater be used 
4.1.4 Comment on Project Specification 
While the more detailed discussion on the use of project specifications will follow in 
Chapter 7, it is important to note that it is the specifications on the drawings 
themselves that will usually take priority for a given project. What results is that the 











site. The point here is that onsite practice does not necessarily correlate to the written 
specification. Also important to note is that these are very connnon specifications. and 
so a comparison of only these specifications across the investigated sites on this basis 
would not prove insightful. 
4.2 Particular Specifications 
The particular specifications used in the four contracts cover methods used in the 
rehabilitation of concrete structures that are not covered in SABS 1200G. It is clear 
that while some editing and minor alteration was performed, essentially the same 
document was used throughout the four contracts. The key elements as they pertain to 
concrete durability and the works performed in these contracts have been identified 
and critiqued in this section. 
4.2.1 Materials 
Table 4-5 shows the repair materials that were specific for the RAMP contracts under 
the particular specifications. 
Table 4-5: Repair materials as specified in RAMP contracts 
Repair Materials 
Large Crack Sealing: 
Temporary surface sealing: 
Sikadur 31 Thixotropic Epoxy Resin 
Adhesive 
Crack injection and grouting: Sikadur 52 Low Viscosity Epoxy Injection 
Epoxy Based 
Resinfor cracks less than 5 mm width 
Sikadur 42 Epoxy resin basedflowable 
grout for cracks not less than 5 mm width 
Cracked, spalled and 
delaminated areas: 
Reinforcement corrosion 
Sika Monotop 610 Bonding slurry and 
Barrier Protective 
protection and bonding coat: 
anticorrosion primer or Sika Top 
Coating 
Armatec Epocem 
Repair mortar - overhead and 
Sika Monotop 615 HB Repair Mortar 
Cement Based 
vertical Mortar 
Sika Grout 212 expanding cementitious 
Cement Based 
Repair mortar - horizontal grout for repairs less than 60 mm Grout 
thickness 
Sikacrete 214 structural repair concrete, Cement Based 
for repairs greater than 60 mm thickness Grout 
Dowel bar grouting: 
In vertical holes and horizontal Sika Grout 212 Expanding Cementitious Cement Based 
slots: Grout Grout 
In horizontal holes: 
Sikadur 31 Thixotropic Epoxy Resin 
Epoxy Based 
Adhesive 
Protecting concrete surfaces: 
Carbonation protective coating: 
SikaTop - Seal 107 Protective and Barrier Protective 
Waterproof Coatinf( Coatinf( 
Penetrating corrosion protective 












Three general repair methods are described here: the fIrst is that of crack injection, 
using low viscosity epoxy to fill cracks that have formed in concrete. This not only 
restores strength to the concrete, but also helps in preventing the ingress of deleterious 
agents. 
The second used cementitious grouts and repair mortars to 'patch' spaUed or badly 
cracked concrete. This method is widely used within these contracts, and the potential 
for failure of such methods was presented in 2.7.3.2, where it was discussed that if the 
neighboring concrete to a patch of repaired concrete is chloride contaminated, 
'incipient' anodes will form adjacent to the patch site and corrosion will continue. 
This method of repair is used on concretes that have spaUed due to chloride induced 
reinforcement corrosion. The specific method for repair is as follows: 
• Defective concrete to be removed and reinforcement exposed to a 
minimum depth of 25 mm behind the reinforcing bar 
• Reinforcing bars corroded beyond usable extent are to be replaced by 
welded or lapped new steel bars 
• Retained steel to be cleaned of rust and dirt by sandblasting, and two coats 
of anticorrosive coating are to be applied 
• Repair mortar is to be used in areas with a depth of less than 60 mm. In 
areas of greater depth, a suitable structural concrete is to be used. 
The specified method for protecting concrete surfaces comprises a barrier coating and 
penetrating corrosion inhibitor. Comment has been made in 2.7.3.3 that with 
concretes that have already been exposed to significant amounts of chlorides, these 
methods will most likely fail. 
4.2.2 Trial Repairs 
The contract documents clearly state that repair methods are to be tested before full 
scale work is implemented. This is to be performed in accordance with the 











4.3 Projett Construttion Drawings 
Table 4-6 below gives a summary of the information that is presented in the contract 
drawings for the four sites. It evaluates not only the information given in the 
drawings, but also the level of detail of many ofthe descriptive elements. 



















Standard 60 mm 
Minimal detail and 
description shown 
Clear and relatively 
basic 
4.3.1 Laaiplek and Hout Bay 
HoutBa 
50112 or 50119 
Products specified 
repeatedly 
Standard 60 mm 
Minimal detail and 
description shown 
Clear and relatively 
basic 
Included alternative 
options for repair 
Referred to project 
specifications 
Very Detailed, 
number of varied 
products specified 
Standard 60 mm 
Very detailed, 
processes explained 








60 mm for precast 
elements, 75 mm 
elsewhere 
None 
Good, adequate for 
the construction 
works 
Included detail of 
past construction 
and repair works 
The same consulting engineers had been appointed at Laaiplek and Hout Bay, and the 
drawing standards for the two were similar. The concrete strength requirements 
shown on the drawings were 45 MPa and 50 MPa, and a standard cover of 60 mm was 
specified. Some repair products were specified repeatedly, but in general the repair 
methodology information was sparse or non-existent. In comparison with the other 
contracts, the drawings were simplistic and limited in detail. 
4.3.2 Saldanha Bay 
The drawings from the Saldanha Bay contract also showed a cover of 60 mm, and 











requirements. The repair methodology information shown in these drawings was very 
detailed, and included the use of various repair products. Construction phasing was 
also detailed in the drawings. 
4.3.3 8t Helena Bay 
The drawings from the 8t Helena Bay contract specified the lowest concrete strength 
classification (40 MPa), but showed the highest prescribed cover. While detail on the 
structures was of a high standard, very little repair information was given and no 
repair products, such as surface treatments, were incorporated into the drawings. This 
was the only site, however, to include drawings that detailed the previous construction 
and repair methods. 











5 Descriptions of Repair Works 
5.1 Introduction 
Table 5-1 gives a summary of the repair works that were investigated within the four 
contracts presented in this thesis. The four contracts have been separated and the 
repair works are described in terms of location, type of repair and a brief description 
of the damage at each. It can be seen that the types of repair range from 'do nothing' 
options to complete reconstruction. 
This chapter is divided into four sections, describing the repair works of each contract 
in more detail, giving material information and descriptions of repair works and 
methodologies. Important aspects of each are highlighted and commented on, while 
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~.2 Laaipkk 1I1Irhour 
).2 .1 Uesc riptioll of site 
Laml'lck Imrbour i, l,,,:al~d at lho:., mOlllh of Ih~ Ikrg. Ri,'cr, and ~( ' mpri,," lWO 
brcal..walL'rs on cilhn ,idc of the river LTlouth . II i., a rrodaimcd harl1<llLr I..,~at~d 
ndjac,"l1 '" an ~n\'ironmc'nl~lly &:n'ltIH' wetland. 
j h~ IllJjorily ofthc' work llml w~s r~rfi 'rm.:d ocrc compn-'.ed patch r~rai rs 10 lOC x-,ng 











Type of Description of 
Concrete Mix 




Large quantities of patch repairs 
45119 
East 
Patch Cracking and performed, concrete cut out and 
60mm (OPC+30%FA 
SIKA Monotop Protective Coating, 
Breakwater 
Repair delamination present replaced with patch mortar, steel or5O%GGBS) 
SIKAGARD 70 
cleaned 
End of East Partial Major sefflement of New ring beam instated to support 
45119 
SIKA Monotop Protective Coating, 
60mm (OPC+30%FA 
Breakwater Rebuild structure settled structure or5O%GGBS) 
SIKAGARD 70, Grout also used 
Reinstated Major settlements, 45119 
slabs - Complete Reinforced concrete slabs replaced 
West Rebuild 
steel loss due to 
entirely 












Ll iscussion of L;].;liplek Ilarbour 
A 'is ual in'r""ci ion () r I he I .a~ipkk Harbo lit ~il~ wa~ T'i'r limned b)· llJ~ aulll(1r lov.ards 
(lit; <:()mpktion ol-Ih,> rep"ir "orb_ ;)nd it wus p<ls_,iblc ~\'Cn ;)1 thi, lal ~ Sl;)g~ 10 
i.knllfy many kwatiom or daJllag., doc \0 chloride induced corrosion. I h~ most 
predominant m~n)ler in whid ,"'m;)~e could "" i denllfi~d wa' Ihrough Ihe cruding 
~nd spalling of thc <,owr cOllcre1c along the 10llg pi le CJp beams. Figure 5-3 slww5 
,,,ch crad..ing, ~nJ lim her irbJX"clion ,h(Ned Ihat a larg~ piece of th~ com-rde had 
til ll: delaminated. 
• 
I'i\!urc ~-.\: Cro<kill~ 10 Fd\!t Roam 
l 'pun remova l of the CUlICl'ete m such locatiolls, as silo,vlI ill Figure 5-4. the 
reinlo rcing steel was tourldto be al an advanced stage orcorro~ion . Toc two smaller 
pholographs (F igure 5-5), show ,leellhal was tiaLlld at ~imilar loeatioll.\ arldlhe loss 
of <:ross- _"'~t ion;)1 ;)I'ea c;)n be ",en. This W;)S estim;)1 ~d ;)1 50% Ioss_ whi~h sugg~sted 










wnF;~u .... 5-J: Sp.lliug 10 Edgr Bram 
Figure 5-5: S.w .... 1,,,,, u( '«Ii,,~ d •• I" ru"",;,," 
rllC SlLr\~y show~d the )WfTlil"ious nature of" chloride :iltack. with >ecmingly 










wnFig"r. 5-6: l' •• ofnc'" .n" .,i,ting clements 
Another point 1hat w~s observed during tbe inve8tigmion, wa, 1!Jt, wmhi"alion of 
new structural elements. such as the sJ~b sho\\TI in l'igul'e 5-6. v.ilh existing eiemem,. 
in lhi~ cas~ [he pile capping bt,am. Tll<e ditTicully with which ccrt~in clcments c~n be 
rep~ilcd or rep iliced is cle~ll)' Iln imp<JI1un! bctor in th~ I'~rajr mc[hodo)o~y. Tb~ ~1llg 
quay wall was being rep~ired on II patch basis. ",here the 'WI'Sl k\cations of damage 
W~re I"''''g i<knliti~d and trem('d. 'V,'ith the slabs, I~Jwc"·er. a decis;,," w~s wken to 
rerbc~ all " flhem as lhis would IlIOSl likdy ha\'e b.'cn the more cosl-cffccti\'e o pti"n 
fo r repilir. 
\V~st l.lr~al..watcr 
Figure 5· 7 below <,bows tbc slab~ on the wcstern brcakwmcr !h,l\ \\cre repl~ced. It 
WaS de~ided tha t til(" d~lllagc to [Ik.'s., ckmcnlS was 100 great j()r rehabiliwtioTl, lind 











wnTr.:r.' were n\lm~rolls instanc~s of patch repairs along th~ edg~s of the .'astern 
h'eilkwatn 10". hut il,," nuin "ork al ihi, 1",caii()11 conCerned the hr"ilkw"kr h~ad. 
This h~d "<'llked dllt tht' ~orro~ion Janlag~ ~n<.llh t se likd Mru~lllrt wa~ linhd to the 
tutakwattr using " IleW' r~i nfilr~"d ''''OCr''l," ~dg," heiml. 
Figoro ~-s: S..-llkd St.b .1 LighlhoUM' ... d of [a,tnn Ur<.k" .'ee 
fh" lil~ralur~ revi~w in chapter 2 notes the possihilily OflThe Il,ilur~ orpai~h r~pairs 
du" 10 the filmlalion of 'in~ipient anodes' on ~ither sid~ or lhe new pillCh. resii1l1ing 
Ihe cOfTOsion process. Also key to the SliCcess of palch repilirs is ad~qllme s\lrnlc~ 
preparatlOns. something W hid] is lar li'om guaranteed in an ~nvironrn~ ni thai is 











5.3 1101I,lIa), lIarbour 
5.3_ iJescription of site 
Ilo\lt l\~y harbour is 8 prociJimerl fishery harbour locmo:<l on th~ west side of1he 
,alX' r~ninsllia. Tl", harhour is rr01eCl~d hy [\\'0 lar!!~ -moles' '-100 i[ ,,'as [h"_,,, n~\lcs 
Jiong with 8 l1umher of otocr rcinforc~rl cuncrde slnJ(.1lU'~S that wer~ in ~~d or 
I'ar:- ing l~v~ ls of concrCk repair. 
Fig"re 5--q Aeri.1 Vic", ()(lloor Boy Harbour (GOOIlI< Eortb. 2(06) 
The stnK1ures lh.1t invo lyerl c0Irosion damage due to chloride penetration w~r~ 
highlighted Jnd invcstigat~d fiu'locr, I ..... , consultants thm wcrc appointerl to specify 
the repJir works at this harholLr w"'-~ l~ sam~ "-, [h~ ~onsLLltan" lor Laaipld •. hll1 as 
can be 8<'~1l in the Sllnlmm1' Tahk 5-3, different specificmions m-.J approaches "~r~ 
lls~d_ This was kcaus~ l~ rli fl~r enl ~ngm~~r8 \\ ithin th~ c0nsultallC} were appoimeci 



























Type of Description of 
Repair Damage 
Do Major collapse in 
Nothing sections 
Surface Minor cracking, rust 
Treatment staining present 





Complete Major cracking and 
Rebuild spalling 
Concrete Mix 
Description of Repair Works Specified Cover (Strength, Use of Specialist Repair Products 
Aggr.Slze) 
structure not repaired/rebuilt, left for 
NlA NIA NlA 
later assessment 
Surface applications of barrier coating 
NIA NIA 
SIKA CoIrosion inhibitor and Armatec 
or corrosion inhibitors Barrier Coating 
Reinstate new span to structure. 50112 
Approach discarded upon 60mm (OPC+30%FA 
SIKADUR Epoxy, Monotop protective 
condemnation of entire structure or5O%GGBS) 
coating 
50119 
New structure rebuilt at same location, 
60mm (OPC+30%FA NlA 
using similar design concepts 
or5O%GGBS) 
Reconstruction of entire jetty, using 50119 











, , , 1.c .... a l i,~J r~r'm 
-
- , --• '. '---, - • -, 
The: two photo, in Figure: 5- 11 show corro~jon damage' along aj()inl lhal had OCLI1 ClLt 
olli. sh()\\-inl' lho.: J i"Conl inllil} 0 1 the; ;,I,'LI aCrosS till' suppo rt. ;;oll1clh inl' 111m Ill;.: 
origi nH I ~ngiroet"rs "",uld not h~v~ ,ksin;J _ 
5.3 .4 Structural Strengthening 
/ """"""' ....... ,..,., 
-.~--











Th" ~bo\'e Fig llTe 5·12 shows tm.> rehabililatlOn or Jelly 1 at HoUl Bay Harbour. by 
pbcin~ 3 n,:w supporting ring ocam underneath the structure. 1hc usc of surface 




Tk uS<.: oj cra~k sealing ,uld grouting wilh mortar 'md/or ep"~} is evident in FigllT~ 
5-13. 
5,3.5 Discm,sion ofHolll Bay Hmbollr 
ll\e luming bay struclllre on lll<.' },'onh Mole was ofp<lrti<;ular interesl l",calls': it was 
a '>tructure that had rea<;/J.:d th" point of ultimate ~tructur,,1 iilillife. hgurc 5-14 shows 
tm.> Slrllcture "t" stage of partial ~o l laps~ . ",here lre cemml spanning slab h"d lali~d 
in an assllmed sr,.,ar mech,mism. rh" exposed sleel reve"led minimal reinfi,rc~ment 
and the minimal visible steel (",slimed to be de~igned to minillll1111 code 
r~quircments) was JUlind to he in an act ive stak of corrosion, d~,pitc showing good 











According to Ihe resident engineer, Ihe stnIClure w,,-, previously used to manoeu\'re 
ho ms coming into the harhour. lhereby exerling large horizonlal forces on lO II", piled 
struct ure. "hie h would a lrnost ce11 uin ly nOl have rn;,en design~d 10 withsland I his 10Jd_ 
Thus it could be said tilat lrom a eoncr~te material perspective lhe Elilure or the 
struClurC as a whole ComCS not Jrom a concrde materia l or structural shortcoming. bUl 
ralher Ii-o", inade'-juale des ign aSSulllptK'ns or lilt; chan~e or usc or the structure _ The 
melhodolo);""s used in the r<'p~"/rehahili talHl n process of 1I'e structure Jre stll l of 
inter~,1 to the re~a1"\'h. ho"~ve r . 
;\, Flgurc 5- 1-'1 shows_ the US<: ofst~el T Ixam hr ac~s wcre ncccssar} 10 tllainlain Ih" 
slahilil} oi-the 'lrudurc durin):! imcshgali,'n_lnilial in \'~sl igations led II", consu ltanls 
to ~do rt ~ ' pania l repl ac~' app roach 10 the ,1ructllrt. ~nd ~ ~w central slo b was 
ues ign"u and inclwcu in the original lender. A udailcd imestigatKJJl in~ l uding 
slruclural analy,is of lhe b~ y rncaIcd th~l lhe best opt ion would oc 10 uClllolish lbe 
MruchLre. rhis w~s done on site, and as yct 110: structurc In, not ken replaced. Thus. 
it was til<! slructural requirements thaI go\'cn k-x1 lhe rcpair stml~gy at this localion 
Th,s W"-'; conlirmed lhrough distllssion wi th the engine~rs in\'olv~d_ 
rhrougoout t!J,: har boW". locations of r~pair v,orks inc() rpormed existing blll agcd 
reinl()rccu concrele d cments with newl}-cast works. The pcriornmncc of such 











that Ih(' cngincers in ch<1,rge "ere willi"g Il' f«,k'PI ,-" Il'lal rcpiaeemcnl Jor Ik Norlh 
Mok t urnin;>: h,r~ . This prad iet' 0 I" lotll r"pla~cmenl as oppo""d lO wmbmmg old Ill1d 
lIC" structurc, ,,!II Ix" tli"<:usscd IlLrther in ~h"pld 7.2. '" willt", u,e ol"iI slightl} 
higher c~'n<:"1 co"l~nt, ,is silO"n by tk higher rcquirl'd str~tlgtl1 r~quil'cnl<:lll (50/1') 
~s oppos<:d 10 45,'1 (j), 
:-.4 Saldanha Ba~' lIarholir 
5.4. 1 [)",,",ript ion 0 I' site 
Silid~llha Bill' harbuur is a heavii;' milis<:d proclaimed hmbour located appro:;:inmtciy 
II)() km north of CalX T""n, or tOC I()UT s~lc~t"d in this reseaTl"h. this wa, the pon 
most ill n~ed 01" "'palr works. and Ih<e 'najl\fily or the repair 1i.'nLs wa, on l"Ol-..:r~te 
rcr:lir 10 structur"s II1i1t had dctcrionncd tluc to rcinfurccm~nl cOlTo,ion. 
As is secn il1loc ,ulmnmy lable 5-4. thc cOllsulting engincers at this harbour adopted 
an iI prroach t hilt ka vi iy fll\ "(lur~d till' usc 0 f suriace treallocllts. C'ith<:r on their 0" n or 
ill conjulKtion "ilh other repair "oTb. The sptl"ilicd ~Ol",rdl' mi" rl'krs Ik reader to 











S .. 'i2 k11y I 
One of the II1Sm fOC l l~ points Clf th e reh~bjl[l~tICl" contrac t ,,\ SI Iklctla bay WaS the 
idcntificatiCln "f rnajor co rrosion damage at Jelly I IllwSrif,il tion Clf the lIn<iernc<ltll of 
the> jetty ,howeel 'ev~re cr.J.[klllg to the IClllgitudi lla1 and transverse healDS su rrort ing 
lht' main dt'ck and the ,kC'lSl(}ll \\'a , made tCl dernol"h the deck akmg wi th the ~ l rpot1 
h"alll', but to rL'tain thc clli urnns. Int' ]WW design ll sed both rrecs st eietTICnt s and ill 
situ [ast memher, 
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5.4.2 GL,,",:-I"llm~nt ktty 
G("~mmenl Jelly c<'mpri,," a beam ~nd "lIb ,uper~trU"lIlre ,uprort~d l'n ,~int,,,c~d 
concrete "dc" ,'fll1.'lrLlClc'd in 194 ... 
r-I<ltl~ oftlK"sC piles hnd Ix:~n danwgcd l'il hc'r due In mcchanical impact or corrosion 
and 'pnlling. The", \\~'" 1<' he 'C)'~lred~, slmwn in I'igur~ 5-1(i. wllh th<.- d~mag~d 
';0 ocr~t C b.:i 111' rc tlJl)\'cd and ne" .iac h,ts Ca,t around lhe' tt'p 0 f the' pile,. 
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l'hcre hnd bc~n much m~chanical dmllage al<H\~ [he' edge coping ocmll of Ihe .ICily. 
and thc adopted r~pair method im'olved culling back the' ~Ollcrele to bcw'll<lthe k\'el 
ofihe ,tl'('!. and recasting the ed~e beam. While Ihe d~lTIage may have been all,ibllted 
to nx:chanknl impact 0 f , hip ~ dock ing al I h .. -, jCll v, I he rcmwal 0 ('11-...:' surfacc concrCle 
clcarl., ~howed the prc:«:nce oj' steel cormsLoll. Abo rlotice~hle in til" photo On lhe 
righl is the rrC,~llCe 01' prcviousl) pcrl,)rnl"d repair works. showing at least three 











Figure <; · 1 R and Inc lollowing di"ST:lnl ( Figure 5·1')) shu" Ih.: .... lfIl'rlotrtICluN: "r Ihe 
(i"WfJlll)c m jelly. H> " lIich ~urf,~e \ re"lm('nl .... 1' l~i.:r l...,,,tlngS allJ pe '}Clmlmg 
CC'IT,, ~ iol1 inhilliU>I'3 was "1lr>licPi fllis .-cpair 1l1(,lh ,.d "III "" 11-;"C" nJore fi .>t:l'S " , ~ 










lmer ,tage in tl-.: tJK,sis. where the f()rensic work leading to th is decis ion will be 
ana lysed. j'hi s treatrr",nt was also applied heflt'ath lhe jetty. and much carc had to oc 
taken in the appl icat ion or the treatrnenh On account of 1\'0 consid~rat ions, Firstly. 
SOme Oflhe appl ication was within the tida l range and needed a specifIed dry t ime Il) r 
d l;,ct iw u,e. and ,",col-..Jly the jell} "as to r~ma i n in ""nic~ f()r the duration of tlk' 
contract. and the application of t.he trealments required tn., lemporal), remo\'al oflhe 
lurnilure lixetl to lhc coping beam>. 
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Fi ~UF~ Sol Y: [{' pair d..-t. il. 10 (; 0' . r""'enl Jen~' Sllb,(rU<lur~ 
5 _~ . 3 Trawler Quay (Phase 1) 
I he I'rawkr quay was const ruc ted 'n approxlmately I %5. and t h~ main damaged area 
al the cOll1mcnccll1~nt of the r~pair contract. " 'as the support ing reinkJTced concrete 
columns_ Upon in\'estigation it was found thm Ihrce of the fourt ecn columns had 
lailed complete I) . "'ith a n umh~r or ol""r piers showing similar advanced levels of 
damage. A te rnporary rnea~ure was inslituted to prop uplhe edge of lhe quay with two 
:::OO :;~103x52 sle~1 H-S<.--cIKr ns . Tests carr",d out on the quay , uper,tructure showed (he 
deck eiernen(s to he 01' a r~asonably sound structural cond ition. and t.ho: decision was 
made 10 rehabilitate tf>c columns and tl-.., ed~e beam onl). 
A ' st rong-hack· steel girder was u,eu as a temporary Slay 10 prevent Ih,' deck 
co j)ap sin~ complete ly \\'hile the columns wh~r~ ocing t.k'mo lishcd. The deck was t f>cn 
jacked to its correct line and level be li>re flt'\\ columTl s "ere cast. ,\ [lI;\\' <,dge beam 
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As "ith the (iOVCll1mcnt Jetty. th~ lLS~ "I'" pendratil1g corrosiol1 inhibitor in 











The phOIO abo"e sl1<)\\", dearl" the deflection (hal had m:curred along Lhe edge orlhe 
j rawkr Ouay. ilild the 'trollg-oo~k girder Ihill wa:; beillg used for temp:>rary , upp:>J1. 
Also nolicea bk is tbe presence of pI evious r~pair mea>lLI"~s . 
5.4.4 lrnv,ler (lL~lY (Phase 2) 
Phase 2 ofloc Trawler key rehabiJilatioll in\'olved tbe repair ofth<; edge beam located 
lurlher ~long Ihe deck, \\·hich had occn pre\"iolL,ly damaged due 10 mechanical impact 
from ship,. 
~.-t.5 Repair ]cll" 
Thc ({ep~il Jet ly i, a be~m and ~l~b :;uper:;lrudure :;uppolted on reinforced concrete 
PIle;;, and;1 is likely Ihal ils original cOlI"tructic)n dale "as SI)Il1<.·lime bel\\Cen 1960 
and 1970 AI Ihe lo p ollb" piles Ibere v.a, longi looirol criKking evidClll. and 
aCLOrd ing to (hc conlra~t;' likel: Ihal Ihe damage ll<ls l""cll ~~\lscd by reillforcement 
cOm)SIOn. I{cha bil ital;on requ i I ed the rcmovill of n'lde..i ,md spalled cot)cr~t~ and I b~ 
casling ora lk:\\ jackelawund (ll<: top oftoc piles, as is ,ho\\n in Fi~ure 5-23 . 
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Fi g"r. 5-23, Cra<kotl pi'" ropoir d<f"~ 
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I'be Pcp per Bay Concrcte Quay is a rcinfi)rcoo l'OlICre(c Slru~lure compnsing a ;;ys l~m 











nJllCfde pib. II i, C' slilllalCd th~l it was con,l ructeil lfl lOC late i'i6U' ,. Sn'~re 
spalling hrill o,'cl1ncu on llw pre'ell';t rlanks and the d~n-"'m I'.'a, maUe lilal tlK' ,kd 
would lx- rcpklccJ in its '>ntlret):. du~ (0 Ihe il11 pra~li<;d l il} or repairing t he spa lkd 
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Sf Iidena Ih~ HarhHur 
ri~ul'" ~_2~: Aeri,1 ~i<" IIf Sf Hd~n~ R.~ H.d..,ur (GOOI:k f.rth. 20061 
St He lena Ba) harhour comprises a nUlllho.'r 0 ftdlKes anJ '1 ua Y'_ son""" 0 I' WhlC h ha "e 
huJ pre,illlis repa ir " orb per li)]l"lIed upon them_ The r~pair "'orb. shown in 
SUmmal) ' 1(>Tm in Tabk .'i -.'i . raIl)(e Irom ' do nothing' \0 wmpkk re~ollstru~lion" The 
~pproa~h ill this l<x:;lli(>n. as gbm"d frllm 11""" I~bk seems Ill\! to rely OIl repair 
products. bUl rulh.'r on a I:nore C(\IlSen-Uliw appmach r~g.nrding coacre t.' <"<)\W. This 
conservati sm is ag~iIl mlte.l "ilh lruo rel",)),ls lruction ofh<eam elen-.:n\s. as OPlXlSed \(\ 
r~habililatiOlL In wntrast to Ihis i~ I"" use 01 ~ reill t ivdy low concrete strenglh 












TyF><' of D<:$cri pl ion 01 
Concret~ Mi. 
Loc al ion 
Rep.1 ir D>m>ge 
DescMption 01 Repair Works Specilied Cover (St"'ng~;\ Use 01 Spec ial ist Rep> ir Products 
A r. Siz~ 
• 
" '!' .. 
Jetty 3 and ~ MUK)I r;{!H;brq, IfJsl IIJ#wliy ,",""","""<I"~!oo m;llO/la' W, "" W, , Noth ing staininll present rep'" 
Gun. ng - Patch 
M!ljor (;"'Ckll>y and Old GGi~iJ.mi''''led e""emt. el>Of1pe<J 40(19 
delamillatr"", rusl O<~ alkJ repi,ced w)lh a !i<,,,,led 7~rnm (Of'C +3O%FA SIKA 212G/(JJ)! 
Jetty 2 Re pair 
stai<t!l)g c""crete or !>J%GGBS) 
Partial MajOr Rust SI"""il9 Beams repiaced wilh flew !,"eslressed 
4(v1~ 
Quay 3 
Rebui ld Ny/l r;lJk~kl1l !evels pleC!ls! "'''~,,~ "'~ 
(OPCHO",(,FA S IKA 212 Gmrl1 
(Jr 50%GGBS) 
Dec~ of Complete 
Mi",,, (;r,'x;kiiKj, 
Old ii,,,, (;'J1"l1lll.wd "'~ dc,>m<!li.,I~.'d, 4O!1~ 
Jetty 1 Rel>u ild 
lood€r"te eil/Olide 
flew deck consll<laed 
75 mrn IOPC· 30%FA II" • ., 
levels C1" 5O"IoGGDS) 
Cent,,,1 




Ilew ooa",s casl ill PfllC,,1 siJuilers 
75mm (Of'C+30%FA N~ 










l'r"v ~""I}' pl'rtorm~d rep"ir '"" ks "ere ~1<0 idcmifL.,u. "nd the fallur ~ of Ihe (m~ " r 
111 ~ parcl1 ""palT Im"I;",), t< \' ; < L hl ~ ;n ri ~'Ut~ 5-28. TIle rcinr()r~illt! ,l c~1 h~ ~ a~ i n 











Jetty 2 is a leaJ-in jell' tilr tho: main slipway al Sl Ild::na UIIY. It comprises a dccl.. 
supported On Iransvcrse and Iong iluJinal beams. which arc in tllrn <,uppnrlCd on 
concrete piles. The- I'cinforcc ll'o<:nt in thc piles and bcmus art' Roll ~d Ste~ I .loist ht;ams. 
and Hl (he beam, ~sp~c iu ll y . 1l1a~)]" spalling hud oc~urred e;:posmg the bottom Jiang" 
oflh~s" ""ams. Th~ me(hOd udopkd in the rep"ir ofthese elelll<::nts wa;; to the renlOye 
t"" Jamag~d ~Ollcretc and shotbilist the corroded stecl to rid it of corrosio ll prodllC(s. 
An anh·corm;; ivc coaling wa;; then applied to the ;;ted ""Ii)]"e t"" member was 
gunited to II min imum cover of75 nun, as is shown in i 'igurc 5-30 belov. . 
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It should be nokd thrtl prc\·ious repai r IIlea;;urcs were also present in tl",se elements. 
Deluils 01' (hese are shown in the follov.in!; drav.ing. no ting the Jatc (1977). and tm.' 
similmi ty lx:twccn this methoJ and toc c lIlTcnt mcthod of rqmir. 
T"" ma}w dil1'erence i, the level ol'~o\er provided, unJ it is likely thm the fllilurc of 
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n. O~ t!1'"~<I;t.:t:>' -#$ / .... .f6::r~ ~",. 
(~I"~/ _gf~ :t/.9(7) 
Fi~ur. 3·3 J: llt'lai" of pre, iou'I~' 1>",1'o .. "",d rellai, melhod, '0 JNt~' 2 
'deljo,- repairs "~rc heing p<-rf''''ncd ~l"ng th~ surface "fthe deck. ranging fmm arC(l~ 
sudl as sho\\TI bdow where br,'~king out and rccJ,1ing is rcqllircu to crJC~ injccticm 
anc1 o;..'al ing 
• , 
" , .. • " , • • .. .. , -' "¥ , .. 
5.5.4 ()UiI)' 3 
Til<' deck of the qUJj' was found to be in v<cry plXlr condition with most of the post-
l~llsion~d transverse ocams ha\'in)! spalku so severel} lhat the structun:: hoo been 
condemned. The piles and toc pile cap oc:lln. ilowner, were ill good condition and 
were retained for the new construction. Shown in Figure 5·33 ar~ th~ nC\\ prcstrcss,-..j 











ri~u .... ~_33: 1\.", trollswr.., "".m, f,... Qu.) J. SI 1101 ••• Ual 
5.55 Jdl} , and 4 
AI the comm~nc~rr"'nt of the conlrocl. Jetty 3 alld 4 did not ,how ~nough dJm~ge to 
warrJnl inclusion ill tho.:: origitJ.11 rqJair ",orb. However . .1, 1Jx, conmlCl progresscd it 
"liS 8<'cn that locr~ could Jx, limds a\'aiiLlhle Ii)]' certain remedial mcasur~s to lx' 
app licd to the 1t1L"tion~. "rod le~ling W,IS pClformcd at IleT to asc~rtain lhe 











6 Forensic Testing 
6.1 Infroduf tion 
During the c<>ur", of Ihi, re..cUfch. tho.: Concrete \1ate,,,,h J~~s~'lr~h Groul' (UdRGl 
~t the (Tm\'~rsily (,rc~pe Town (LeT) was ,ontr;lcteJ to perform cert'lin l,>rensic 
test ing <1ttwo oftoc 11,noour; invohed in th~ RA \lP pmgramm~, The t \.",) (~,t s u>cd 
in parlinililr were c.hh lridc· prol iling and renC(ratmg c{\rrn,i{\n illhibil{\r testing. \x\th 
desnibcd in ch"pTcr ~ Prcsell1cd 111 th is chapter nrc th~ re , ults of these tests, I h~ 
discu,sion illx! critical eY1I1UiIlion ofthcse resu lls is conlain<'d in chapkr 7, 
6.2 Saldanha Ll ay Harbour 
(, ,2.1 Uowrnm~nt Jetty Chlorid~ profi ling re,ull> 
Two I OCiil~ll1, w~r~ in\'~s l igat ~d in del~ i l ~ t t h~ Saldanha Bay llar\xlUf. n~mcl\' the 
Governme nt Jetty wx! 'I r;j\,lcr Quay, 'I he C\IRG at Ue] "as c<)nlfacted W anal\'", 
twenty-four corc, thm were c;..1racted fmm thcs~ structW"es in order 10 as",,, ~hklri d~ 
ingrc" into lhe COllCrCk. Both structures had heen sh(\" ing ",\'ere signs 0 I' COITOS~"l 
damage. and the inveSligat ion was 10 inl\\fIn ~ppropriillc r~locdial recommendmion, 
(tTl, 2002). 
rhe kJCm ions of th<.' e<'fes "ere as lollow" 
G"\"t'mmenl ./elly 
Sl~b soffit (includillg l\.\V sampk '> through rcilltorcillgj 
B~alll side abow high water mark 
ik'am side hck>" high water mark 
l\)lullln alxHe high water mar\.. 
Co lumn below high w,Her rnark 
1)·"",,1 cr (Ina)' 
Beam , ide above high "aier nlJrk 
Beam , ide he lm, high wain mark 
Siah soffit 
(, )\<). (I-Ii) 
2 \[{\J7-8) 
~ "\I(\.(9- IOJ 
2 \lo.flf-f2J 




Using the chlMide pwlilillg technique diseus",d in dtaple, 3, ~ hlori de profile an~ l ysjs 
"iiS pcrtilrIocd on lil<.' cor~'" in suml' instances COn's were combined 10 pwd llCe 


































> 1.0 Above hi hwater mark 
> 3.0 Below hi hwater mark 
> 1.0 At level of 50 mm steel 
> 3.0 At level of 50 mm steel 
= 1.0 Above hi hwater mark 
> 2.0 Below hi hwater mark 
= 0.5 Above hi hwater mark 
> 2.0 Below hi hwater mark 
(NOTE: Cover depth given in second column in brackets is an approximation) 
The summary of the chloride results is given below: 
Government Jetty 
Slab soffit. In excess of 1,5% (by mass of cement). Relatively high chloride level, 
confirms damage observed on site. 
Beams above high-water mark. In excess of 1% but not greater than 1,5%, not yet 
considered excessive. 
Beams below high water mark. In excess of 3%. Very high chloride level, as 
expected in permanently saturated elements. 
Columns above high-water mark. Between 0,5 and 1%, moderate. 
Columns below high-water mark. In excess of 2%. 
The authors noted that the high chloride levels in the slab had led to major corrosion 
damage, despite the lack of major visible damage in the most contaminated areas. 











excessively high levels, while below the high water mark, the permanently saturated 
nature of the concrete had resulted in little damage. 
The authors also noted that the column elements were of a higher quality than the 
beam elements. 
Trawler QutU' 
Beam elements above high water mark. Chloride levels generally 0,2%. This is a 
low chloride content, below the generally accepted threshold level of 0,4%. 
Beams below high-water mark. Chloride levels between 0,5 and 1%. Moderate. 
Slab soffits. Chloride contents generally less than 0,5%, which also indicated a 
relatively passive steel condition. 
These results indicated that the beam quality was higher than that of the slabs and 
suggested the possibility of the use of different binders, such as Sorel Cement. 
While the permanently saturated elements showed high chloride values, they were not 
deemed to be at a great risk of corrosion because of the starvation of oxygen at the 
steel. For the elements that were partially saturated, particularly those located within 
the tidal zone, the following categorization was devised for recommendations for 






Structu e to be protected from further chloride ingress in non-permanently 
saturated areas. 
Structure to be protected from further chloride ingress; also, use of a 
corrosion inhibitor to be considered 
Structure to be protected from further chloride ingress; also, use of a 
corrosion inhibitor to be considered, possibly at a higher dosage rate. 
Conventional remediation measures such as patch repairs or application of 
corrosion inhibitors are unlikely to be successful. Cathodic protection 
(impressed current or sacrificial anode types) is the only proven method of 
halting corrosion in such areas. 
The use of a penetrating Corrosion Inhibitor eCI) was suggested in order to slow the 
rates of corrosion at the level of the steel, but in conjunction with a surface treatment 











11 'vas recommended tila! licld trials be implemented ()n sil" klill,t ,m)' fu ll s.cale 
6,2.2 Corro,ion Inhibitor litld lria ls 
In orde'l' 10 g,lin wnl<! assunmce of ,,,1>:n combination or surb"e lre~llne!ll wl<l 
corrosion inhihitor 10) would be 1110'>1 sllililhk Ih."" different combinations were 
'Ipplicd to scctio!1~ OftllC Cowrnmenlj..:tty co lumn, and beams as 1(,llow,: 
• /\: CI only 
• U: CI plu , a surf..wc coat ing(bal'rie'r coming to physically prevent fX'IK'lralion} 
• C: CI plo." a siklllc coaling (hydroph()hic coaling allowing g,ISt'OU> l>ellC'tr<llion bUI 
limiting rnoistul't ingl'tss) 
rhc co lumns and lx'am, were cored a rnomh a litr appii"almn and lile pell<'Ir<lli()n 
levels ()rlhe CI "'-"re te>(ed. The '>Uri;"" Ire,ltmenl, we're also inspected , 
Sevtll1e'tn cores in total were extracted, ami Figure' 6-3 shows the lo"alions 01 each: 
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The 10 I~)\\ ing oh",r\'alions were nn:k 0 I' lhe COreS and ~)cations. 
• ]"h~ cores w~r" 5]: mm in diarreler, rangmg in length 1i-<11ll 1]:5 ISO mm. 
• J .arge <IggregalC SiZ6 prescnt. 50 mill and larger. 
• (jranit~ COMS<.' 8ggreg8tC used. some w~<Ithered. 
• J St, bled pre,eLlCes of Alkali-Silica r~actions visible. 
• (j(~)d compact ion in gcneral. few voids present. 
• SOJllt' cores sl .. ,wed sled at 40-60 mm c<wcr. 
• OrgaLlic d~P.1Sits/gro"1h sti ll pre>elll on rro.n y 'url .... ~e', e.g. harnacle Ir3e~s. 
• Samples wken Ii-om h<'low sea k vel had characteristic darker fusr 5 mm. 
• Surlaces of the cores visu811y nor imp<lded by tilt' awlical;oll 01 the 
treatm:nts. except for grey Surlil"e Rarrier Coating. On tkse C<lfCS (the 'D' 
set) it W8S possible 10 relllO'e the ~oaling c<lsily: <IPP"ured to be as a result or 
the presence of tk organic resid\l~. Residue cOlild I"" r~mt::,,~d wit h h<'uer 
surlilce prepar31 ~)ll. 
6. 2.21 Tnl Re.lull.!: 
Figure 0-4 belt", slwws tlllC rc,ull, orrhe corwsi<m inhibitor combit18tion testing. Oll 
beam aLki column elcm~n1 s, Tk dark~r the colour. t~ stronger the pr~sell~e of 
inhibitor at that dept h (showll Oll !em 











"otabk re,ult, are dL-;cussnJ bridly ill bullet form oclov.: 
• Tioe CI pcll<_'tr~ted to an ~dequJ.te k',d pO mm plus1- The n'k1Joril y oflhe sanlp ks 
showed fl1 least J lrace CI presence', 
• In term_s of the' qlk1ntily of Cl Ihal i, found in tIlt: ~(m~rek, in g~l1eral lhe cores 
shmwd i;1 ir i" low concentrations ofel pres.:nt. This can he _,,-'en in the rmiurilv 
of the results show·jng; ' t ra~," leve ls of lIlt: CL The l(1C1 th(lt th is IS no1 J 
qLl,m1 iblivc test as such 1l1l IS1 hc kepI in Inind. as tilt: test is desigocd to show the 
lewlofpcnClration. 
• The' !:>"st resulls "ere obtaillC'd u_sing a ~oaling ()J" Silane in ~()mbin:l1ion \\ith a (I. 
The Silane JpPC(lrs 10 aLi well as a hydrophobic barrier. Th is barrier prnents 
water fro m moving into the malel' L~ 1 and dilut ing the' Cl OUI ofllle c()ncrete_ v.hic'h 
can be seen in tile inc reased pres.:nce ofCI in lhe -C ""-mples_ 
• TI", first 20--'0 mm oJ"collcrek t)'P ic'aliy sh<,lwed no Cl presence, The reasOI1 for 
th is is the' dilution and exlraction of eI due 10 lllC constant waler J.clion ()n t1J;, 
surtitce () ftlle concrete. 
• The lle_sl pcrtimning IocJ.tion wa_s ah()w MSL al II-.., S() nit , e'p"ciJ.Ii)' for column 
dements as oppoSi'd 10 he(lm cle men1s. Jnd th is was expected occause it hJ.s 
rchtiwly little direct contact ,,·ith water. The worsl local ion ,,-~s on the mean sea 
lew I where tllCrc j" ~()nstam ,,-'J. ael i()n J.gJ.insl tl", LOnc r~te_ 
• In genera l the columns (lPl'ear 10 h(lve pcrfornled lx'lIer than the' heams. This 
cou ld be (lscribed to (I difference in qua lity of concrete octv.ec'n tl-.., lv.o. notin)! 
that " 'hile a lesscr-l!rad~ wncrC1~ ()tIeLs less res i>lance 10 II", inhibitor ingress. (I 
hl)!l-..,r grad~ connet~ wi ll k ahle to ho kl n);',"~ or the inhibito r and thus be mme 
r~~istJ.nt 10 the S{lrf'lCe di luli<lIl dl;'cL 
• The harr ier CO<lt ing. dcsl' ile re1<lining it s IXlild wilh lhe' surface of the c()ncrete 
adeqmle!y, had litt le iJ"any poSil L\(' ~nect on II-.., peri()rnlJ.nce oftbe inh ibito r in 
terms of ingress anti rekmion 
OTher COII/menl.": 
• The wnnete wlltains large J.)!gregJ.I~s. anti it is possible that lhese aggregates 
pnl\ide (I barr ier 10 pcnetnllion. inc rcllsing tk distance that the C1 w·ould ha"e to 











procedure in that the cores that were drilled have a lower cement paste content, 
because ofthe large aggregate sizes. 
• Organic deposits (barnacles etc.) were found on the surface, even beneath the 
barrier coating. This indicates poor surface preparation prior to the application of 
the treatments. The effect of this on the migration of the inhibitor is unknown, but 
it was seen that it directly affected the ability of the barrier coating to bond to the 
surface ofthe concrete. 
• The applications were applied with only a few hours before the surfaces were in 
contact with the rising tide. The 'drying' time of this treatment is stated as 6 
hours, with a time of 5 hours required between each coating. In terms of 
overcoating procedure, the CI coat should be allowed to dry for 3 days before a 
surface overcoat is applied. The fact that these requirements are very difficult to 
meet in harbour structures has negative impacts on the performance of the 
penetration of the inhibitor. 
The report showed that the CI was most successful when used in conjunction with the 
Silane surface coating. It also showed that it was possible, with the correct surface 
preparation, to achieve a penetration of up to 70 mm into the concrete. Noted was the 
present of CI at the most vulnerable areas to corrosion, that being above the MSL 
(UCT, 2003). 
6.2.2.2 Recommendations 
The report produced from these fmdings made the recommendation of full scale 
implementation of a CIISilane system to inhibit reinforcement corrosion. The trial 
testing had shown that this combination was likely to produce the best results. It was 
noted that the accurate prediction of service life for the structure was difficult, and 
thus an estimate of a service life extension of between 5 and 10 years was given, at 
which point more serious investigations and repairs of a more permanent nature 
would be necessary. 
Because of the possibility of problems with surface preparation and application of 











produc1s to rIOdu~c ,t Method Stotcment. The Method SrmeJ1l<.'nt was to addres' the 
most approl'rbt~ ma tlllC), in wh ich to <11'1' Iy lhe tnm~l'ia Is tor the particular local ion. 
(j.223 lIelel{ 
Re11111nnls "I' lilUT or lhe orig11la l '"NeS "ere retesled lhTe~ n~1111hs hun 10 gi,~ 
conlldencc intl1<.' 0l'igin<11 resu lts - Resull s ~re shown 111 Figure 6-5 
CA2: On column. at MSL. CJ applicatioll only 
B3: On beam. abovc \1SL. CI and Surface Coating application 
C3: On beam. ~bove IdSL CI and Silane Coating 
CC~: On W1Utnll. ~h(1v~ \is] • C1 ,tnJ Sibtl<.' Coaling 
I he abo\T IIgurc shows the COllllar ison l"'twcen tlK: resullS of the relC~1 and the 
origin"1 set. rll(" ma~l)'ity (If thc r~'u[ts confirm the origmal finding s. "jlh lhe 
CI/Stlar~: c'ombinalion "l'ain l'Hwidmg II", best perl(lrmaJIC~, Toc r~-lesl or nne FU 
showed a he1T~T result for lOC ("1 /SUlfocc ("",ning. hut thi s is still inferior to the 
]X"lformaoc~ ofco)'c CCJ, 
6.2.3 I"rawlcr QlIay: Chloride profiling ofwrticai corc, through deck 
It){) mm corcs Were e),1raetcd wrti,,,tlly through the 500 nun 'lrawicr ()uay ded., 
These coI'~s were tested using: chlol'itk om lysis to produc~ a chloride profilc. It was 
possibl~ 10 S~~ 1m, ~hlo ri<k kv~l (~xpr~ssed as" percem"ge ol'himkr) Irom bolh lhe 










As rhis deck is in sucil cloS(; pro'(imit) To the sea. Ih" re~u1L~ I<"r the ch loride levels 
wer~ ~xr-:ct ed 10 LX' iligh (S~c Figure 6· 6). These arc' l',>lTlpllred lO t"", resu lts o bw iocd 
for 111<,: d~l'k corl's ('~(rad"d Ii-olll Sl H,'bou bay ill the t<., I!owi ng ~haptn. 
, , • 
" " \ " • • • , • ,
> • ~ • From To p ~ \ ' , , ~-,nBOlkl rn • , \s; _ 
I 
> • " , • • • \: :=~ • • u • • . 0 • • 
0 M WO , ~ '00 
Depth (mml 
Th" resu Its silow a typical ehl0r ide profdc. "ilh a hlg h ~urtac~ C01x"ntrmiol1 value (in 
the order of 5-10:% hl mas, "f bindtr cu~h , ilk). lkyolld a ocptll of 100 mm illlo llx 
mncrek, II", e'hlnrid" levd; dmp lX' ll,w the 0.4% ' lllresholcL 
It i, imere,ting 10 nOle Ihal lh" ~ore Irom lhe hOlloln h~s II higher surfne~ chlorid~ 
yaluc hlll quid,,]) r~lilll'e, 10 3 low~r \,31"", The core tlml was extracted from the lOp. 
~ol'1l"re l" 1S Ie,s, Th is \w'uld LX' cl)nsi,tl'nt Wilh lh" phy s i ~al arrangen","I , wilh the 
lowe'r fae,' h.:'ing in more regular ('(lIllrllcl with >Cllwntcr. wherea, gra,il) would 
"ncourage (he lran.'porl "I' the ~h~,rid"s fro m t.op to l~ltlom r-ut hind"r lhe nl("~lTK'nl 
Irom NHlom 10 lOp, Th"r" is lll,,-) the possir-ilily of lh~ lO p surla~e l'hlo1'1d"s being 
'llll,lK'd OUl' h) ram, 
6.2.4 Truwb' QlI~y: Chlor ide profiling of l}Or izontal Co!\;, inlo wall 
Thr~e 100 Iwn dillnJeter Cl'r~s were ~xtractcd ll'om lh~ Tra"kr Qua) edge kam and 
tcslnl j{)r ch loriJ<:'s. Thtese ~ores ",,,re dri lled hori7onWJly. core 2 from the seaward 
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figu .... 6-cO Chlori~c I'rofil< lur Tra,,'lcr QU") 1I0nl""!'! Cere, 
Whil'l the result' ,r.:", con,iderahle scatter. lI"'r~ ar~ sorrx: points that can be made 
Ii-()m Ihe protilcs. There is ,ktin;!,- 'kachin g" present. accounting Il" lhe low surlae.: 
,~ lLK'S of corl'S j m-.d 2. Abo notable is the' high level of chlorides (>2%) at 
considerahle d~plh, rC3ching up t() gO mm and ocymxL The I:x'anl~/wall Ii-om ,,·hid, 
n",>c C()f~S were extracted shmwd lll!(h k "eis oj" c()rrosion damage (nacking: and 
spal ling) a tK! \\W~ SU hSC(]llCIl1Jy de rno lis hed and rCI'bccd, 
In the case of COre 3, Figure 6-S "I .. ,W, cvi<kncc Ihm pmch repuirs had ken 
l'", lj'rm:d "El lh,' \crl icai "all ckmn,ls. 'rh.: dLilerenc" iIl tI ..... lw() C()]Iccel<'s is 
striking; ,,·ith the older elHlnde (Cor" 1) using a smalkr stone whereas the newer 
palch repair mix (Core 3) uses a ml ldl Iarg<: r st(Mle . Whi lsl th is mix m.1y ac hi<:w it s 
<ksi l '~d pJ'0JX:ni<'s in t~rms 0fshrittkage. tho:.: tr~n S I1(\1'1 plUpert ics orchloridcs through 
tlx" mall'rial ",ill bc' VCr} diff.;r';l1t ~s ~ r.;sul1 of the dilrcrcnl micwSlruClllrt' :md lhis 










wnFigure 6-8: Core throu:h rm", ler Qua~ 'h,ming ",·igin.1 ennerete (bolo,," left) ond p"te ~ Tep.iT j.b"n ,·ighl). 
6.] St Helena Ua~- Harbour 
fl.",.' Jetty': Chlorid~ profiling of h~ams 
Jetty show~J major sign, (lrr~inl(lr~~ment corrosion dalll ag~ and it was lkcidcd 10 
ul\'estigaw ti.uthcr th<: 1cv~ l ln "hi~h ~hlorides had moved into the structur~. 
Dril led p<Hulcr s"'np l~s were taken fro m ~kv~n trans,~rsc ocams unJer!),ealh Ihe 
d~ck. At each ocam. fOlLr local;oru ,,~r~ drilled to en~ure a large ~nough sample. rhe 
drilled P<Jwder wa, C.o ll~~kd ;n 20 mm irlC rem~nts to a depth of60 llllll. Teqillg Was 
not don~ ,,1 h~am, where corrosion staining was present. as,mming Ihal lhese beams 
wcre a l r~ml) beyon<.l rep"ir. Cont,lCt was mad~ with reintorc.em~nl ,,1 (llle Inca l;on al J 
depth of approximately 50 11 1111. Ihe 10ngiluJimi he~lllS that crossed th~ clev~n 
transverse ocams ,how~d ,igns 01" m"jor corrosion with large scale cracking and 
spalling pr~"'nt. ,HId had been condemncd. 
Chloride contents wcre lkkrlllllled arxi Ihe results ~re displayed below in FiglLre 6-9. 
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By al'Pwxilllaling 1m, ~ur\'t'" in Figure (,-') 10 a ricks ::'" Inw mode l ha",d on the 
di Jlus ion f'w]Xrt i..: s of Ih" (·(\lKrel ~. it is possi hle to asceTlaiLl the deplh, " r an 
as<;um~d 0.4% thresho ld J, ' r "a~h beam. T""s~ :lre r~pr~sented in l'igurc 6- 10: 
Beam 
This fig\ll'e sho" s that al prcsent, Ihe thrcshold \'alue al whi~h corrosion r isk bt:l:ome s 
imminent (0.4'70 chlor ides by rna~ s o r ('em~nt ) l~ in man)' insl:lnces (1, ') . 10. 11,1 at a 
6- J J 
.. 













d~p\h t ll<lt is grt'~(er (hall Ihe suspected rMlgc of co,'cr (50-60 mm). Th" )XJ~sibil it y 0 r 
corrosiOIl l1<:illl! a~tiVl' 111 many llfthl" ~ bc~m, is Ihcrcfllre higll , 
Ii 3 1,1 COI1('lu,\' j""s 
The: re"lits of II,,' chlori<k profi l(' Testin<; showed that there is a high d\loridl' prne']ll'l' 
illthcs~ lx' ~Ill<;. thing chloridl' profiling t.cchniques it CiUlI:>c seen tmt the d~plh ofth<.e 
OAO." threshokl is "dl ;11\0 tk ~,;Iim"icd kH, l "J'''O\l'r ill "",-nJ ocam, . ill fi,ct JlI bm 
Oll<'. Thi~ indiL~ll'S thai "o.--msion i, like'l} I() 11<: acti,'c and the ocallls ar~ being 
stcadily d,'l~rioral~d, As lh~ ,;tnKture Is:12 year,; "fa!,c. il \""ukJ be ~Arcdl' d \0 oc 
cllrroding lInckr such ~ harsh marirl(' ,'n\'ironlll<'nt, 
0.3.2 Jelly 1: Chl"r~k profiling of J~d, 
Thl' dl'lllolilion of!l)(' d('ck "'':IS ~lrt~d~ part of the works proW"mme:. bU i it ",a,; 
dc~ided for Ik ,;ake of cOllfirmal il'" thaI two COrl' , w~re 10 oc cAtmctcd frolll Ii-...' 
dcck. I he:;e cor<·s "ne drilled \l'rlicully through tlx' --100 lllJt] Ihick deck and chloride 
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Fi~"r. 11-12: Chloride profM. for Jon}' I from Top ofDeok 
Th~ r~~ulls lor COI~ E ar~ in both cases (t()P and bottom protilcs] lower than for Cor~ 
B. ThlS ~ould he a~ "- r~sul t of a d in(:r~nc ~ in Ioc ati()n (Con; E was ~xtr:;cted from a 
mor~ sheltered locmion th iln Core R). Th<o ke:- r~sll lt to notice. Il(\v,~\'er. is th.lI the 
chloridc vah.,s arc vel'}' high at w~al d"pth into th" d"ck. It is clear thou "wn in the 
C:lse of high co\'er to reinforc"n-..,nl (>1 OOmml. il is 'er) likely lhal acli,~ corrosion is 
present throughoUT the deck. 1110" red line in the g"'ph sho,,"s the chloride threshold 
,alue 0('0,4% chjorid~ b} mass ofbilxkr. and it is only in Core L al a d~pth ofgrwtcr 
than40mm Ii-Oil! t"" sollit. thaI lh~ 1~\'c1 L~ lo,,· ~r than this. 
6.3.3 Jetty 3 and" Chloridc profiling of deck 
In the rcpair works pwgnmull<'. it IVilS found tllJt filwnces were possibk for more 
repairs than were initialJ} budgeled lor. It "":IS decided thillthe decks ofjdties 3 Jnd 4 
sll<1uld he in,,,sl i~al ed 10 ",e to "h,,-t In~ l orchlorid~~ had IX'''''lrakd into th~ ~o\'er 
LOlXTele, .md ti><;n to m,,-ke r~med iill r"mmmendalions 











Cort:s _' .l. 3.1. 3.3 illl<l4.1 \wr~ \:olilinuous through the deck, ranging JI1 ICt)~th fr\,m 
450 mm 1" ~(j5 mm. C"r~s 4.2 and ~.3 "~r~ irK;oTllplcll'. In ~ach core skd was 
r"'S~nl ,,;lh l<lr cover d~pll~~ '",yill): Ii'llm 30 mm (Core 3. I) to > I ()() mm (Core 3.3 ). 
lJotrOTll cover depths mnged fwm 50 mm (Core 4.21 to 'XI mm (Core 4.3) 
The c'owr ckplhs lh~l "<.'r<' ohian-.:d (;\r II-.: si.' cores "r~ sill"'111.,.,lo" in Table 6·2: 
(SlaiNI COITr i;, ()[Jmm) 
~Sled ji"md til tll'f> d'TIh.\" 
- - -
l C"rc 
, rop Cover LlCpfh (nun) Ro!tom Covcr n~plh 
(mm) , 
3. , , 3f! j ~ --.. , Hi 
, , , " , /1i5' .. VOl pn'IX'ni in core - . -,., Ill! r,o 
- .- -- ._----
4. 1 " 65 - .- - -- -_. 
~.2 Ill) 5f! 
·U 95 + f 311' 
I " , ._-
At a ~o\"Cr de]:'(b of30 mOl in Core 3,1 the top steel rod I:>cgun to ~on-ode ""'a\"il~' and 
there was some visible Joss of cross sectional area. 
Tbe visib le t:olll:rete properties showed the cores to bave go()d compaCli()". bil l II-.:", 
wcrc some isolated instances of major voids and large air bole sizes (>2mm 
diwuekr). 
6. -'.3. I Result., ofCh/or/de les/irlS; 
rhe result s for the 11 profil~s are sh"\n in figure 6·lJ below. It should I:>c noted that 
not all these r~sults arc shown in the following gmphs. as certain 'outliers' (rcsults So 
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ri~"Fe 6· 14: Cb lori<Je profile' rrM' ooUOIl1 of Me~ 
(d.-l Discussion of St I-Idena llay l1arlxHlr r~slliis 
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Til<: re," IH ofth<-' ehlorid<.' te sling show~d l rral li>r regioll' where 'le~ l r~illj(>rc~mem 
is to k expected (at 60 mm). the malorily of il le measured chk)r id~ levels \\we l:>t:low 











j·jgure 1i-13 and Figur~ 1i-14 sho\',ed that there "wre instaoces \,her~ the measured 
chloride \'aille at a de pth greater than ('0 mm is rdatively high i.~, O.4~<,-LO% chlorid" 
COllcemrCltion by mass binder. tiJr example in Cores 3.1 Bnd 3.2. This would indi~Bte 
thaI celtBin remedial meBsures could be appropriBte for the state of the structure at 
prcsent. Thc seatter of toc rcsull" coulll be attributcd to th~ variable porosit) a~ 
~\'io:knced by te,., presence "I'""ne large pores. The \'ariahilily onhe ,neaslLred co\,,,r 
values presenT in the cores should Bho be noted. 
On site. it "as these re,ults thBt led the engineers to i')\estilpte the oprortlLnil;'" for 
use of B penetrating corrosion inhibitor to prevent funlx:r cO[l'osion dmnage in the 
"xisting <,lructure, ba:\ed on tl..., ,uccess of the teSlmg pcrl,.,rmcd at tile Saldanha Bay 
site (tXT. 200-1). 
j I...., forensic tests presenteJ in this chapter all gave valuable insight into the 
per/(JI'lnancc of the concrcte materially. Il..-: expcme and time eon,umed by these 
tests me negligible when compared to the positive effect that the rcsults have on 
de~ision making and repair spe~itlcation, 
Tfle chloride profiling performed at the (ioverlllTl<'nt Jetty at Saldanha BBY lIm-bour 
was intended to provide more information to the consultants about the state of 
dCleriormion of the strlLdur". The reslLlls ~onfiTlned 11...., original assumption 01' a 
relatiwly high ~h l oride content throughoul. bllt Blso itBd to tl...., rewmmendation of 
specific repair methods. which were tested for suitability in 6.2.2 .. IIx:se triBI repairs 
gave d ear guidalKc BS to what was likely to be the most sllCccssflLl combination oul 
of three ,mt,,~e treat,nelll and corrosion illhibitor permutations. It Bls" sho"ed that is 
"'<IS po"ih Ie t\ en in SlLC h harsh cond itions to achiew penetrBtioll W B depth of 50· 70 
mm, ~mething tlmt may "ell have been conskkred unlikely without such tests. the 
chloride analysis of cores extractcd from vertical amI horiz()ntal clements of the 












At St H~lell" llav Harhonr, klly I "CiS investigateu usin!, ~hl()riue profi lmg 10 
(kt~nnillc thnt state or ~hl()fiJe Illiwat ion (Jl lto the (kck and ]x.ml substn.lc1llre . 
lZesult s froln 11 beam hIC"tklllS \,-ere ()f,taincd Jnd tl",y ;tlllic'ated a high lihl il~l()ll of 
actiw "<'IT",,,,n as the ~hloride ,~llIcs at uepll1.~ !,re~tcr Ihan 5lJ mm Were k rlliing t<' 
]x larger than th~ 'thc.: 'htl ld ' ()f lJ . .t % d ,lor ides by mass binder. Cores thn>\l ~h th~ 
dcck 0 I' thl' same structure r~waJcJ l'Wn higher va lucs. \\· IIl~h ~cr\'ed a.~ "()lllirmat i() n 
to" ucci~ Lon t" demolisli and repb~c. 
Al Jelly 3 and 4, the ch loride proflk, :K,r cores through til<: deck showcd lhal at 
dCplhs grca1cr than 50 mm (til<: likely dcpth ofreintorcemenl) . the Ie\el or~h l()fide 
contamination \\as of a rangc suited 10 the use migrating ~orros ion inhibilors as a 
repair mel hods. Thi, was re~O l11melld eJ ~, an option for furtocr repair \\ork:<. bcing 
dependanl ()n the alklwed budget for the rema inder of the contract. 
In Chaptcr 7.1 tile' results of this chaptcr 3rc critically rn le\\eu. Spe~ial liIClL' is made 
on Ll", J illeren"e in ehklride results ~nu profiles between d ifferent types of concretc 
element,. ~ nd similar ~le lTlel1ts with diffe rent orient tions (such a, dec].. proliles Irom 
tnp and hotlomh;(lffit f,>c e, ). C(ll11rast is m"d~ Ilcross s ites as \\e ll. tor ~xample lhe 
discussion of ded cblor io.k profi le, from Ixoth the I rawJcr Qu~y at Saldanl ~l fla: 
Harbour '" wel l and Jelti<-'s 13 a"d --I at St Iklelll' Flay l1arbour 
More ~~ner~I I) . th" \ 'allLe () (' these t~sts m gaining knowledge about thl' ueteriormilm 










7 Evaluation and Critical Comparison 
A crillque 0r lht, w<earch preS<' nled in lhe prevlous chapter, can be di, ided into tw" 
c"I~.[Iori~s. Hl(' li"l is ,pec1 Ii~ ti"~n,ic tesling of ch~)[ idc kve ls that was peri(mlk)d 
al Saldanha lJay and St Helena lJay. m ellh is is discussed with a compa r iso~ he ing 
made l"'lwr~ll di rrcrent k)calilies. The 1illdings nl'tlll' corrosion inhihitor (UJ testing 
are a]sn di""uss~d I'llTtlll'r. TI-.: ,,,,,(\]-.j dlSCliSSHln uscs cx"mplcs lrom all lilUr site s 10 
disclls> 'f/cpn ir MCThoJolog}" . Ille ph<l >Cs of th ~ rcpu ir process. Irom inil i,,1 
in ~pcctilln In r~ pair impknlt'nluTion '''e in\'~st i .[lat~d UIlU k9 issues li)[ cllll,ider,lIjo n 
in r~huhilitali(l11 projects ar~ pres.'nted. 
As ~1 1 mlroJUClion. T~ble 7- 1 SU1l111lanses lhe rele-aTll lyr<" or repair m-.cl 
rehuhilitltion Ihat \,.er~ inW'1 i~aTed Juri ng the cours~ of this "ork Wilh ca~h 
1()ccl1ioll i> 11-.; mdhod of inv~~tigm inn. 1"Jx, lld tl-.; 'IOO'C"tO(. ocmg lhe mallT1Cr ill 
\\hich the d ,lIn ~ge wa> Js,;css.cJ. j\n estimat ioll of the degree of da m;o ge ;, gi\'~ n tor 
t',wh. 
rhe majority of these slmdures were d~ma.[leJ by reinf(>rccmenl cnrTosion. and lhe 
lewl of Jamagc (assessed visua ll:- by lbe author) \ 'ar ied li'om minor 10 lolal collapse. 
II is evidenl thaI Inore complex 'md spe~ia l ised methods of r~paiT such as Chloride 
Lxtraction or CaThodic Prolect ion h<l\'e not he~n used. whik melh<xls Ihat r~quir~ 
patch rcpairs and new conSlmclion, ei l h~r partial nr wmplt' lC. Ik1 \e kcn b,Ollrc' d, 
T""r~ is a lIklJerale cOlTe1alion I-.;lwe~n Ihe degree of Jmnage mtd lh~ ~hosen (Jplion 
for repair. oot til<' lach)" Ihal wi ll be dis~u>sed in thi> chapl~r (such as rdn'ance. 
~xtem) result in a Illore detailed nppwnch king n~ccs>ary r..Jr repair choice. This will 
I-.; uiscussed ]unhn in secl ion 7.2. As is COmlTlOn wilh repair projects in ClIrrelll 
pradice. Ihe n .. in ind1calor Ihm inlimlls lbe damage assess rnent is a \'isual suney, 
TIlt' need. n j' co",,,,. lor an apprnpriat~ m~ l h()Jo k'g:- to rno\'C Irom assess ing uamag~ 
to applymg repair me lhods is " Iso di>Clls,.,d further. EYen with in the range 0 1' 
k,cal ilies and repair nlC'tl~lJs lhal wcre aunpled in lilt'S<' comracls, liJt' need ]"r a 
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7.1 Discussion on Foren,ic In,'c,tigation, 
Thi8 tlle,i, m~de ~ ;,u,ly of reinforced COl1CI'Ck structurcs (hat were undcl'going 
concre(c I'~pair occausc of damage Irom chklridc·indllced corrosion, Coring and 
chklride proliling w,,!; used to ".sse!;S the level 01" chlorid~ C()nl~mina(ion 01" ekrnen!8 
in order to fiJrther e,,' nhli,h corrosion risk, I'hi, ~ection discw;SC8 these results. 
contrasting them across the d iftcrcnt sile.'-
7." Chloride Profiling ~t S~ldnnh~ lIny 
'" 
7 
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Figure 7.' shows "summar~' of the rewlt, ohwined from the Go\'~rnment Jetty and 
Trawler Ql"-'~' chloride jn","igations, The result8 of the te5lS are prescnkd fully in 
Chapter 6.2.1. bo.lt a kcy JXlint that led to Ihe rccommendation of rcp"ir n1C!hod, waS 
thc high chloride levels that "'ere htund at large depths ( , 55 mmJ. The values were 
high enough 10 recommend that wilnbk Iong·t~rm mcnsur~s be jn\'~stigatcd/budgetcd 
for. ~s the recommended measures (Corrosion Inhibitor!; and Suri>lCe Treatmcnts) 
wOllld onh' be suitahle to 'hu, time' . 
The re!;uits "Iso re\'ealed an interesting po int. shown in Figure 7·2. that chlorkk k\'d~ 











tho>c jilr the sump"'s e~tracted alxn e MSL This lS perhaps to he exped"d with th~ 
ar~as b.:low MSL b.:ing in mnslant eomact with s"a wat~r, bllt til;: , 'is ible damage on 
site did not eorrdale with the lewl ofehlor idcs, This was attribuwd to the bet that the 
oxygen. Thus it was not (kemed nece.,sury to .,pe~ ify rcpair lechniqu~s to ekmerll> 
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Figure ~_2, Saldowho Ra~' Chlorid. '",olt, ,llO"in~ iHflocnt c of m~"" ,t. I<wl 
7, 1.2 Corrosion inhibi(ortcsting at Sa ldanha !lay 
The chloride testing <ksCTilx-ct alxne kd 10 reparr recommemlal~ms and tho: on-site 
lc;tmg o i' the remedial rTlCawres, A slLmmary is gi\en l",low (S~e cha p(~r 6.2,2 f,')]' 
n~lre ddail): 
• Corro" ion If/hiM/or "fone: MoJcrmc pcn~tration 
• Corr(hi(m fnhihilor with Harrier Couting: Additional coating appear~d 
;n~n~divc 
• Cwrosiol1 If/hiM/or , .. iflr IIyJroplrohic Sur/un C(la/in;.:: PeriilllTlcd hest oi'tho.: 
t hr~c comhmat ions pro,iding in hihitor concentration.' at depth 
I he limited trials ora penetrat ing corrosion inhibitor at the Saldanha Bay (i(nernment 
Jctty ,howcd thm it was pos,ihh: t(lr a rcpair trial to he impiclTlCnted and prodLLce 
resil its that cOllld affect full-scale irnplcm~ntation, rhns. I\"ocrc\'Cr JXlssiblc. repair 











rqmir. The problem with wch a recoliUlWIMlation is the fact that ITlJn)' repaIr 
pr" ~ClI",c s use IIlclhl><.lol"gie~ Ihal "r~ sudl th"l dledi\'c moniloring is n"l only lime 
consullllflg. bul "",Ily as well (I"r c"""'pJc using in-.<,ilu ~orrosion rate ",em,lIremeni 
10 monitor chlorid,,: ~xlnKli..Jn or sacrific ilil anode systellls). I"", results of ~ tri,,1 
rcpair no.:d to I">c av~ilabJc "ilhin 3n :Kc~ptablc limdra!lle for thc paI1i~l,]ar proje~t. 
Th~ tri~ls r~rformed at S~ld"nh~ B~) showed that lhe ~orrosi"l1 illhibitor was able 10 
rC~Lh sufii"iclli tkplh "hell u>cd ill cllllJUIl<:llllTl "ilh a hydrophobic >urJacc trC<lllncnt. 
d,;spik the high chl.Jride kwl ~l1d rd~ll\'"ly :;~hmll" d ""ncrete. 11 ".:!.~ rM,1 p',ssiblc I" 
lTl~~sure II"" df~d that lhi s inh ibitor ~ctually h;J S 011 til<;: cOIT<Jsion mtes of tile 
reinlorcenlClll in the concretc. as the ,pcdl i~ Cir~ulllqanceS of lhe project r~quired 
imn~di"te :",Iion. The predl~terl succe" ofthef'e works is then p"rll) h:!.~ed Oll the 
guida"c~ gi \·,>n b) Ih~ toren';!c t~sling done at the localion, hul "I", ,)11 ml"rlllal1(ln 
gk:lIled th)tn inhib ilor Tests ullder silll i l~ r conditions SllCh n" tl..o te,t s pcri()nned by 
Ikiyanludllwll ""u Rylands (uel r>.lonognlpil Ko 7. 20()4. nl sn St:C 2.7.J 11. It is 
lik~l) lhat lh,-·.~ IIlClh,><.ls will ~k,w corro~ion rales. hul"~ illdicaled in lh~ r~pair mal 
The comhill1l.lioll ol'a hydrophohic coaling and a flt"r>elraling LOrrosion illhihitor was 
o;hown to ["" the nKlst effective in ottaining a good penenmion depth. which is 
ne~es,ary for reinforced COTlCrctC clements with decp cover. 
7.1.3 Chlorid~ Proliling at SI Helena Bay 
F.le\'en Ira"S\'erse k~lllS were drilled and tested lo r chklrides "t Jett) I :1\ 5t I !elena 
Ba). The purpose of this w~s to ass~ss the condilion of t"'" beams. which wer~ 
sh<Jwing siglls of corrosion dmtlage (See Chapter (,.]. I). Several adjacem beams had 
alrcady spalled and crackcd to su~h an e>.tent that demolition and replaccment ",as 
required. btll rnore insight w,,~ required ~s to the pos,ihle lulure periorm'lIlce of the 
remuining eJe\en. 
rhe results arc summarised in Figure 7--'. with good """sisleoc), ohlained across the 
cI<~\'en sumpJes. An ~verage value tor chkJride concentration at 50 mm depth (the 











cemem. which is ,d",V<' tb,: ·threshold· v,Jille of 0.4% wh.'r.· corrosion is ",-"peeted [(l 
COmmenCe. This WJS r~poJte~ to til<: consu lting engine~," lor toc rwi~ct and [h~ 
Je~i,ioll "'" taken to repl,,~c' all [he beams in tiJ<; .,tTllclure. "~"e ll 'lS lhe d"ck \\"h"h 
"as also fOllLlJ to Ix ~\"en." l y ("orltamillated (S'T ,,,,,,I ",,,[lOll), Th<.· piJe-u C(,IUmlls. 
which ,,~w not iTl\~sti[;J.lnL "cre rl"!ailled and Ihe """ ht:iJm ,md slab system " "lS 
Cil~t 'II"'" them, 
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Fig" re 7-J, S"mm. n ' of .Jet1~' 1 Re.m Cbloride Profi'e, _ ">1 11 d.". Ua,l' 
The implk:LliollS of this (kcision are llo1ewor1hy. The recordeJ chlor ide lewis were 
withill the nll1ge thJl would pot~nliall} Ix su itable lor thc application of ~orro,iOll 
inhibition. but instead of opting tor this method (as "as impkm~nleJ a( Salchll1ha 
Buy). the JC'cision waS made to demolish and r~"ons[rlld lh" beam ilnd (kck elements. 
The reasOn l,)r Ihis de"i.,ion was llm( the centnJi sp~llnillg l"."~m jlJJ JlreaJy 
dd~ri<m\leJ Ix)-'ond thc'I,,)inl ofr~p:Lir. Jnd Ihus it WllS impractical to rctnin th~ rest of 
lhe slruclure "hilsl replil~illg Ih,11 element. Wherc this not the case. i( is likely lha[ 
r~n~Jial IllCasur~s .,uch as surE,c~ lr~almenls ~llJ cor)\)siOll in hibilors would haye 
been 1l1()re wileu l,)r Ihe repair. 
7.1.4 Deck Coring ResulH 
I'hc chlorid~ profiling of four reinlorc~J cOTlCrek j ~lly ck"ks (JeUy 1. J ,1I1d 4 ill 5t 
HdeJla hay aml Trawler Qua} J.[ SalJanha Im)-'! showed the difference in chloride 
profiles bel \\ eellthe tOp and bottom faces of reinforced concrd~ d~eks . .leuy 1 at SI 










willbilled prujik~ ,In: , j}()\\'11 in Figure 7-4. expre,,;ing chloride kvc\ "n'>.I' depth 
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7.1,4.1 Chloride penelra/ed '0 deplh(rom hoth sides 
It waS lour.d in the ~hloride protiling results tlmt the ~hlorides had be~n abl~ to 
p~ne!rak to a significam 1~\'~1 (>50 mm) from both til<' top sllrfa~e as well as 
the soffit of the deck sbbs, It could be "xpceted thaI the close proximilY of 
seawakr to 111<.' soffit wOllld result in inneas~d levels "r ~hlorid~s, relati,e to 
th~ top sllrfa~c. This is shown \() he tru~ for til<' sol'fi!. whi~h shows higher 
surfa~~ chloride v::Ilues than th~ top of the ded. A fa~lOrlhm mny inf1wnce 
the migration 01 chlorides from th" ded.: surface eould he th" ponding of 
seawakr on lOp of th" d"d;, 1,)[ appre~iahl~ p~r~lds ol·time. Th,S would l"f~ak 
a conSlant drivinl': pr~ssure head as well as a ~onSlant source of ~hlorides. and 
would r~slll!s in Il'lore chlorid~s penetrating to greater d~pth, The lihlihood of 
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rigure 7_5 "Ix,ye ,hows the awraged profile, fro m Figur~ 7-4. B~}'ond a 
depth (of lllO mill. the djiferences i:>et\\cen the profil~ s arc minimaL hut lhere 
is a moderate difference shown in the near surface r~,u ll'. For 1m, lop ,uriocc, 
lh~ ~h l() rid" 1ransf'<>rl m""ham:<l1ls or ,orrl;o" and difii.L,ioll account for a 
higrn,r r~sLLll al d~plh (SOmm), while Ilushing during ra in could potenti ally 
a~c()lLnl f(of the I()w~r slLrbee ~m"lCentr"li()n_ For the bottom surface. the more 
fr~q\l~ llt cont"Ct ,,;th seawater ('xrl~ i n' the higher s urfac~ concentration whik 
the m~c hanislll 0 r di llusion onl} ,,0 u ld link l<' a k,,,er ~<>ll~elllral ion al depth 
7. I , " . 2 High , urfon' kn'ls 
Roth s"rlace, sh""ed ver" high surbc~ ~hloride ~oTlCenLrations. "'Iso notahle 
was the lack of any pr~sence of ' k aching' or removal oj surbc~ ch~)rictc , 
through m,'chnnical IllCJnS sLLch ~s wave- action. ahrasior~ ~le __ Thte bCI lhat 
that both surfaces arc ho rizonwl wOLLId atkc t the impact or wa\e adion on 
'washing' lhe surlaces orchlori d~" in lhat ll", smrac~ w(\uld l:>e in less C()tl1acl 
with splashing: water than if it were vertical. 
7, 1. -i, 3 Cril ieul DCJJlh oj Chlorides 
rhc profiles of the cores extracted from all jdt i~s ~xc~pI lh ~ ~~c~",i \'el) 
dmmgect klty I ,how an incTc" ase In chloride concentration at depths 
shallower th;m 4lJ-60 mm While the profiles for .lett:' I ind icate th ~t ch lo ridcs 
will mosl likely mow lhmu~h the COYer ~oncret e in IJrger quant ities. it is 










,I\OukJ Ix: larger th,1n .. 0-60 lnlJ1., more like'll' 75 I1nn, as,wning ope COllCTctc 
{a, ,,,,"ld have ken originally l}piculh 'p,,~iiied Ii" tllese "orks) is u.""1. 
(,bapkr 5 ,how, tbat lb~ n\Jjoril)' 01 tho.; contracts in\'C~ligakd adoplcd a liO 
mm co\'<:' r dep1h. I hcse results show that thi' depth is ]Xrhaps not 
,'onscrV<lti,'e cnough for lile' span, or ll»fC than 30 year,. unkss a n»IC 
,uitablc binder lllalenal (such u, hl ~ l l(kd bindn, "ilb c~telldn' ~.g, Fly A,b, 
SIJg). The rewl l' al", show the v~ry rapid chloride level increa.'>e in tk cover 
of the concrete, 
7 1..1.1 .lelt)' 1, .'II Helenll "ii!-' 
Tht. r~'ul ts of the ~hloride proliling of the Je\\y 1 deck st~ nd OUl amongsl lhe 
otht.rs, sl»wing higher ch lor id~ COJlCentnl\ions thrOllgOOl1t the dec'k. 'I hi, ,,~s 
fOllrxi 10 be consi.,tent with thc ~ppearance and visible dam~ge indicators on 
site, lixknsi\'c cmcking mlel spaliing bnd occurred in tho.; jetty. and tho.; \ 'i sual 
indicators aim", w~re enough in tl", mind oflhe engineer 11pon which to ha", a 
' d~lno l ish' dec'ision. It wa-, decided th~t it w~s impractical ~rxi wOl11d be too 
CO'II)' 10 ~nde,l\'Ollr 10 ."llvage certain elements of the structure. while 
r~placmg tht. deck. A new be.9m and 'kck system wns opted tor. built uponliK-
cxi~ing pile ,. A correlatioll betv.e~n c'blorid~ k,tlllg and aClual peri'JrllIancc 
i, sll('''n . 
Al Saldanha hay. sluf~.;e- washing/lea('hing and th~ d'f-':ct of gravity "JS decm~d 10 
ba\'c influenced the ,ur i,tCC e<>ncelllrmion, of both ch Imide, anel l",net rating COH"-,,,,n 
mbibilo". Currenl spoc,'iii,,~tions Il,r '''''' stru('\lue,. wc'h a, tht. -'pe~ilicatlOns 
di-,c'llssed in 3.2. do 11(,1 Sp"~il)-' di irer~n t lewis of cover fo r top t~ ('e' and soffit fl",~s, 
hut po-"iblc diftereTKe' or c"rr~lalions in their 'ch~>ride beh.lviour' may prow 
rekvant in the ,,,ocrc oi'repair. Tbl'), couk! inll>rm diflerent 'p"~iii~at"'n' liJr r~l'airs 
1" dc~k wllits ulld surEt~es. Iml ~Iso help in ~n llncie"landing of the inllll~nce of 
surtacc washing nrxl gravity in th~ trun,p<,rl or chloriocs through connde. 
7.'.5 Conclusions 
['orcnsic tests on concre1e clements in lh~ RAMP pmgramme ha\e be~n pr~-'''nted 
und di","sscd, The \lS" of forcnsic' te>!s provides tbe engilleer/consullant witb 











l'w lil mg 10 sllo" CNfOSiOJl rbJ..: i, us<'d 10 ga in in ,ighl imo Ih~ rerlinmallcc orlhe 
~ l e r1l ~ l11 s. and 10 ~'I;lhli sh lh~ p"l"n l~ll I-u!ure pc.I'orm;mce as \\,~ IL C~rtain k\'c ls or 
,-hlor id ,' are ~I~o lllOr~ suited (0 ,'ertuin rer<,ir k chniquc ,,- JS was sc,'n in Saldanha 
R"y GO\'~rl1ll1<'n l Jelly , where -hi ); h' 10 -moderale' chk'nde k,,~l , p<: rmitkd T~ " :'<' 
ofco rrosiol1 inhibiTo rs in order 10 -bLl~ (in-.:·. AI :'It lkkna rb~_ how~\cr. th~ ch I 0.; d~ 
lewis in lk ,1..',,]..: or .k ny I. c0upkd with the existing JJnIJgc. led the cnginccr~ to 
r~L"n,,"cnd Ih~IIOC "lmdure t>e rcpb"ccl, 
Rcpair dc",~ion~/pro"cs<'cs ooopt~d at those lowtions ha\'c occn contrJstcd, Wili le th~ 
rnm,l c'Onll11on m~lhod 0 I' as<'cSSl11~nI Ihro"ghoul the numC.o lI~ ""~~t 19a!"d "orb was 
on a "i,,,al basis. il i, d "ar lha! the r~lali\e ly minimal e~p<:n.e orp"rlimning iilren,ic 
tests wherc poss ibk pl'owd yaluable in unckrstanding the rxrformallcc of lhese 
slr"dur~s/dcnK'nts from a d lIrability yL<c\\ po illt , I h~ 0 lit puts 0 r th~ c' hklrick test, in 
partlcLliar, slich '-l.~ , urfc>cc conc'~lllration. critical ch lorick deplh,. ralC, or c'hklridc 
m",em~nt and r~iat i ,e "Ol>ctC!C mal"rial pcriormJnce all h,,,'e di red bemin); on 
materia l rxrrormallc~. and ~Ip (0 under'land I}()\\ rc;nforL~d COllcr~t~ behaves in a 











7.2 I)iscus~i"n "n R"llair Mt'lh(ld"J,,~i~, 
Thte route l~h:n bY'1 n",sullll1~ ~nf!llleer m moving fwm inili,,1 d","~gc d~lc'eli"n alld 
",',C"mcm Il) I"'pair mCll~)d implcml'mali' ill alld mOllilOlinl:; i, discu,s~d in the 
1;.110" illf! ",'clipn. Il is divi,.kd illio j('llr pans: 
• Ihrn;r ~,- I)d ~"l j"n 
.\ccurae~· of damo[;<;> o1s"<;>"ment nl<'rh"rls 
o foreliSic lestillg 
• TI'-"i, j"n l\Iakin:d IIctaikd Tlc'ign 
o Pf(.blerns ill re lating d<;>~.r.;e of d at1lal-',~ tp o:lc'nl (01 rep"ir 
o R,'p<;>a(ing pkkr des igll' in new cmlStfllctk'n 
o C, Hnbinat ~1Il of IK" and a~,cd rc infprccd CP)lCrc'lc' e ic·t1lenl, 
o I. ink oct" c(n bind<;>r t) pc and dllrabilit} 
o em .... to re 'ni; n 'c~mcnl 
o lJ,epi' il r~pilir pl1ilp>pph)' 
• ImpJcm~Dlatioo/ Ex<,ru ti"o 
c (juidnllce and direction Irom Comract Documcnts 
c Qua lit) ~"mrol 0 i' ConnClC 011 silC Ii-om a uunt\'1 i IiI} persp<;>ct iw 
c Tlinl Rcpair, 
• l\Iotliforio~Ass .. >sm,,1)1 
c h ltur<;> pcrforma nc<;> of rl'pa ir menslll'CS 
c Fulure m~inICnanl'.C pbrming 
o ("ht df~l'.1i \ '~lle," ill rep~ir COlltfil etS 
K~) quest ions are asked in ench sec tioll. and the projects thm have been pr<;>s<;>nted ill 
Ihis lhe , ,, "ill he d'S(;U,,,,d alld eVillualed. The "hiedl\e i, to use lhis in'111e"ork 10 
assess current practic~ uSing the foUl' R.\:>.11' contracts inws1ignkd in thi s wori<, 
Retcrcnce " ill be mad~ 10 seclion, "rthc lilel'alUre re\'ie\\ prl'',Cnlc'd in cha]1 lc'r} for 
more del"il \Vh~r~ ne"e'>ilry. The ch"pler \\;11 conclude wilh ~ presenl,Hioll oi' a 











7.2.1 Dmnag~ Dl'lLTli"n 
7, 2, I, 1 Accuracy vi' JV/!l(/gc (/SIe.<ImCt1! me/hod" 
Ikf()r~ di SC lls,ing th ~ "pPf.'pri(l1~ spec ific~ji,," for damaged eon<:rck. it i, imp"nam 
to lnv~st i gate tlK: ac~ ur:lCj' of cun~nt d~mage aSS"""",m lools, i.e. th ~ correiation 
I""w<:<:n .IJl1lJg:e n"'Jsur~n",m and JClllal .bmage recordcd witilin the strunure. The 
method of inv~stig~tion lhat is m:ed in the nsscssmClll of damaged rcillf;m:cd <:Oll1.Tl·lc 
brg~ degree ofvarl,mcc is cx))"ctcd. Simple reljmoc~ on one method (SLlCh as dsual 
inspcction) is not recommclllkd and mther an approach thaI incorporates different 
mCloods 0 f" as,""ssin)! and <j '-"'nl if': ing damage shol1kl be used. The re ,u lts produced 
1>: I.l~ fore",,<: leSiing al Sl Hekna Ba: and Saldanha Bay reinforced this point in that 
the} influenced II.,., r~pair choice direct I: (less 10 the presc ription of surlacc 
tremnlCll1S ~s a suitable rcpair mcthod. Had tliC d,,';"'e been based soklj on visual 
inspection mClhod,. il is likcly lhal a Ie" appropriale repair n"'thod \\'ould have be~n 
ad"plcd, ,u<:h a, ""ialcd palLh r~pair' . 
As w~s discllSscd in chaptcr 2. it is important t,'r a consulling engmeer to hav e a good 
understanding of what the mechanism of l1cteriomtion al hand i" and especiali} so in 
rcinl(,rL~d concrete ,tnJ<:lures. a, ldl -I,,1e ,i,Olal8 "f"reinforcement corrosion ar~ often 
pre"'lll. It is po~sible to lTIi~reJd 1he ~xtellt to which toc stnJ<:llIre Ik1s bc~n damaged 
as \\ ell as tllt: re lcvanc.- of such dam~ge. 
An c~amrl~ of" thi , in pra<:h"e i, the in,"",t igatkm of rep"ir works at L.aaiplck 
Harho ur. TlIC lin.lings in Chapler 5 sh""ed corrosion dall1"ge in the form 0 f exposed 
reinforcing steel elements th.l1 had los.! cross sccl ional area 10 a great ~ xlenL The 
rclevanc~ of such damagc. llO\\C'\er, is ksscncd I>j lhe ma" l'Olll"rele n;1(ur~ of" the 
qLKlyibreakwater. The stecl wm, no t "rilie,,,1 tlnd w,.., Ill",t rrob,lb l} i10cluded in the 
design of the structure lor other c(1],bi.kralions (~ra<:k wnlrol. h,mdling etc) r:lther 
lh,m perfonning a structural function. rile need for Jep~ir might thus be dinerelll from 











-;,2, /, 2 F()r~lI.\i' r':,\lin" 
Talli c 7-2 below summari"" t ile fimcnslC teqillg perfimned al lhe IillLr siles, Two of 
lhe fillLr nmlral"ls u~d filTell,si~ tesl illg ~s a meallS to galll fmliler LnSlght into Ihe leve l 
of del erioral ion, and al so 10 Ix: Ip inform fI.'pa;r met Ix,ds. 
lobi. 7_!; Forons;< {.stin~ 
L,,<a{inn Laai{'lel Ho~t Ila}' rr ~{Hdm, lIa,' S.ld,nh, J,~~ 
F.,.-ell , ic T estill ~ ""n..' ,\01" CIiI",iJ.' ,,""/l'SI3, Chl"m~' """Iyl" ,< 
(" 'men! c"m.'m ( '"rro.<i(" , 
de', rmin.llion inhihilw le" i/w ._ 
I he eilloride alla l),se, (hal were pc rlimned at Saldanha Ra) on Cjowrnment kuy 
((,llarILr 6) showed ''Cr)' high l-h!,,,ri<Je In'ck and this ~orre " poj-.dcd to the vis ible 
damage. l'tllllirmmg the a%lLmpli<,n of a high corrosion risk. Thc results were nlso 
allle 10 inJ icate that l'ertain repair mcasun.'s wou lJ (111) be sallSlactor) if Ii, Ilow ed up 
corre l,l1 e to ~orro s i oll d,m1Jg .... a, wns ",en in ciernc nts below tlx: water leYeI whe re 
tll<: Ct"H)Sion proces> '''ls , tan'cd 0 r sufiicienl ox y gCIl lilr t hcre 10 be a corro,ioH ri,I- , 
I he reLOllJrlJ<:lldmlOIl Oflls;llg a mi~ralingipendralillg ~OlHls;"lll illhihilor, and liLrtber 
trial rcpair te"in!" produ<:ed lhe recommclldmitm of a ,pel'iIie ~ombillmion of 
inhibitor ~Ix! ,ilJne-hascd surface treatme nt. I'lx: usc offunlx:r forCll,ic tesling ill the 
form of repa ir trials providcd valua hlc illformat iO tl. reb ant to the particular local ion 
and repair type ill Icrm, of ,howillg the suitable treallnenl eomllillat i<m, lor repair, 
The repair works il t <;t IIclcna Uay (Chapter 6) were al so guided by the resulls 
obtained from chlori<k profiling, The results of chloridc protiJing of 11x: beams al 
Jelly I conlirmed Ihe likeliho()d ofacti,c corrosion. while thc corcs through the deck 
produccd vcr)' high chloride kve Is. ~llfiJTeillg tl~ ok~i,i()n ttl replnee the bcnnl' alld 
deck. Corcs througb tbe decks of Jetty 3 and 4. l)(lwever. did not producc as high 
level , of cblorides and Ihus did 001 cnu:iC the eOllsulling enginecr to invc,tigatc any 
furlher repair melhods, Agnin Ihe ab ilil) of fiJrellSk k,tillg to glLiok dCl'isiolls is 
,h .. 1Wll. In lhe all:iC",:e of lhis. il lS pos-sihle lhal expellsiw and lLnnel'essar:y repairs 











One clear pmll1 eme rging frnm the forensic inve't lgatlnns is Iha t it j, possib l ~ for 
rebtivc ly "Inw co,t' Imi ~~tig~t lnns \(l pnxluc~ g('l('ld resul ts that can Imp~ct pO'l1i \' ~ l y 
UpOll the u., cision Im"'~ss. III parti.; ular. the use of chl nride alla lysis in re in forced 
concrete eleme nts in tloe marine envirolllnent !las heen shmvn to produce results that 
hav~ real val lI!.' in nUl "n il' a"l'ssing Ih,' kc-d of damage alld cOlTo,ion risk, but al", 
in p re~l'Ib in g appmpriate remedial measures. 111 ~ costs of the investigat inn ', when 
compared to the pm}<'cl as a whole (Appro .• RIO nllil ion pcr site), Me typ lr.ally 
1l11111lTlai (Ull lihly to he mn re th~n a 1"w pe rcent), ~nd it does nnl take long tn o/lta ill 
"""Its. Whik It.... ,'uct c",t of the repai" was not avajl~ ble to th~, rcs~arch. it i, 
poss ible thai the,.; investigalion, nllg!ot help " IVC money frum a IOllg tenn point of 
Cenam locatmn, may IlI"it practica l f()ren, i.; lestin g, hut It , va lue ha ' been shown 
and thus it i, re~om""'nded that it should be addr~ss~d as mandator)' \\'he rev~r 
Jhl»ible. 
7.2.2 Dec ision Making/ Detal led De, ign 
7.2.J. f Prublems ill rdalin!!. '*!!.ree of dama!!.e 10 extent of repair 
Reinlo..ced ~'mcrct~ ~ves sigll s of corr"'~m damage (soch as sta ini ng. spalling) 
hcfure ultimate f"i lure, hut ullfonunatcly this r~lat~lIlsh~l i, not always clear or 
rredict~bl e. f,S "as the case in cerl"in of tbe Slmctures that were ill"~stigate d in lhis 
thesis, for ~x~ 'nple th ~ deck of Jelly I of 51 Helen" B"y Harbour ICh"rt~r 7), 
c lements ,howed the expected higJl k vel, or da m~g:c on demolitiun of the stnK:tllTc. 
Ho""ver, the la,'k of any damage to tlK: p""nan~ntly s~tumted columns at Sald~llh~ 
Bay (whK:h showed high chloride leve ls in Chapter 6) showed that olle cannot rdy on 
th es~ result s as indicalOrS without understanding the relc,, "nt detenor"tloll 
'I1"chanism s. The di screpancy between the predicted and tlK: actl~tI in reillforced 
concretc should alw be noted . "nd ~ll cxample of this 111 lhis work could be the 
re latively ,no<lerate chloride \alues fou nd ~t ktty 3 and 4 at 5t Helcna B"y. despitc 
the presellce of cormsion sw ining:. Reasons ru r Ibis di:;crepancy could mdudc 
unkn O"Tl mrorm~tion pcrWmmg 10 the structure age. hinder type. ~uVCr depth. 
d~ns ity. et~. Thus inl'Jrmation ga in ed ahout a structure (as has been shown by forensic 











Also key to the eorrcet application of r~tnedial measures is the undc"tanding of thc 
fil II con"<:quenc~ of ultirnate ,tnKtura l failure. '[he 'rcl~vane~' ofth~ 10" of u>-C of 
th~ stmcturc in\'"riahly flu, an impal' t on repair philosophy. in that in may b<: deemed 
unnecc"ary to r~pair something that is not utili",d, "he""" " I)<;avily utilised 
'trllclure may seCm mOre in nced of urg.;nt repair, Table 7-3 shows e,amples from 
thi, wor". 
T~hl, 7_.1, I:ump"" of """,I ... ", "it ~ different "'"go "'qui", ...,nt>. 
, 
" 
"',' , !L' 
, " 
The repair need, of a hcavily ut1ii zcd klly. s.uch as (;o,ernmcnt Jetty in Sakbnh" 
Ray. are dilkrem to toose of the \Veslern Ilreab\iater at Laaipl~k, because of Ihe 
differen,e in d"y-to-d"y usc. the likelihood of en,ounlcring full loading as. well as the 
mk to hu man life if structural [ll illlre were to occur, The repair of the ",,face concldc 
damage at the Laa ipkk locations is lnot"C of an aesthetic function than one that h,,, 
serious stru,lUral ,ig;nifi<:anc~ 
The variou, bc,tm' that impact upon repair choic~. ,ueh as the ,0n,e~llCnCeS of 
[tilure and tht. avaihtbk bud~1 Vo-ould affe,1 th~ relation,hip betwecn the levcl of 
damage Ihal " recorded and Ihc ",lIlal rep,"r level that;' implemell1ed, 11lt's the 
application of remed ial rneasu res cannot be simply rednced to a lin~ar fundlOn 
whereby the g,reau:r the asse<sed damaged, the greater level of ref'lir that lS 
implemented on ,itc. rile appro,,,,h used by tht, cnb~necr should in,orporaTc all 
rcl~vant ntct(B. 
In o;omc damag.: detection systems (such as the ",<,thO(! prop08ed by Andrad~ -
Chapl~r 2.6.4) thcre i, the OPpOrlUlllly lor thc engineer to rate the r~levancc of the 












~ :! :! 2 R epmlinx 'older ' d".I'ix"'· in ne,.' ,;, ',,-,/rUCI ion 
An mtercsting e~ilm)1k of 'n:I'~at- construction. in fact 'r~peaf r~pu.lr rn"thncL is tht· 
r~p,m of .ktt) :2 at 5t I kl~l'" Ru.) (Chapler 7,1.2). Original repair works in I (J77 
invoh'ed tl"" relnO"" I of ~l'ad,tOd ~OllCrel~ a'~'IS find the coating of the" reinforn'nlCnt-
sl,'ci (brg~ RSJ s~ction s) witll qXl\:) lor, and tl-.; n co\cring "ith u. layer "r Ilt:" 
spalling OflOC L"D\cr Nnerde. and it is intercslill~ lQ nore th"tthc n"" r~pa ir mt;thmls 
ill\nl\~d lht· appli~alion 0(" Ij-esh con(:rde 1lI 11k; l(lTlll of gunilei.,hotc'tOk (I' a 
pr(11~cth~ lay~r (impl)in.,; th"l lh(' no:.>,l eflicio:nt proltOctiol1 to rC'inforcc ll)ent in 
reinfilrctOd coocrdtO is ill (,1<;t InOl'tO ~oocr~ttO). I'he poinr nc re is t~1l thl.' origin,J] rcpair 
"or].. .' U.re ocing mimicked by (ht, enginc~rs . "ilh minim,t\ inwrpomtion or '''''' 
products and mdh"ds. 
1 ; nfil rt urIi,ldy tl""1"'-' ~~ j ,Is a mi11 dwl at th~ core 0 f somc ~ngiocer ing philosophic's that 
in rcp"ir I¥njcd.', il '-' ,i lllply erl<lll~h 10 repbe" "hal "iL' initiall) conslructed (lnd 11<1t 
In ind",k ad\'~ncen",rll, in ]..no"l"d)!~ lhal may have oceurred ,inctO lhe original 
cone~pt jn11 ol'll", particular 'lrllCllLrc. \vhi lsI it i., ackno" 1edgtOd (hat »<'rI"pS til<' brid 
li,r the wpair project m(l)' w <J llire 1Kl mor~ than a r~rca l o{the origil1a l construction. 
lhe E,illlre on lhe part of lh" engil",er to be able to (lJeqrnl1d} incorporate rJl(ld~rn 
methods and m'l1~ria l , could 1II1llCce>saril: disadvantage the future pcrtofmanee of the 
structure, 
~ 2J -' Comhi,,"/ion '1' new and aged rei>!/orcul ('(m('/"('f~ eli'menl5 
rahj~ 7---1 SlklWS ""u.mpl~, of the u"" of r~w and ag"d ",in li,re~d WllCr~ttO e lemenls in 
the f()ur contl'acts preS<!nted in this tlle,j,. 
T .blo 7-4: fh o oOlllb io"{ioll of 00'" and c,;,{;n~ olemw{, 
s:=::;; 
r~l'.,ir.\' w edf!'! 
/x:,lIn.,·, 
Rep/il,-,clnC'" 01 
1011 "1"h,,. w 
I>!quircd a nL'W 
.lpUI! to be bUIll 
im() II", ~xi,"i"l! 
I~!i'lhern m"l" 
,'xi.lli,,!, .'tmClurc, 
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demand of the shipping industry rcquires ,lI'lictUfes to he adapted and altertd, and 
" ith thi s change comes the combination of ne"· and existing re inforced concrele 
ekm~nls 
From a dllrahility persp"~l i "e. lh is "an neat" coniilsion as sampl Ing rndhods ar~ llsed 
10 assess the structures/locations as a whole. At Saldanha Ilay, corcs extrac ted from 
an edge heam on to p of toc Tra"lcr Quay reveakd lWo very different type, of 
concrete resulting from a patch rC JXlir that had previously been performed on the 
stnldurc. Different materials in different elements lead to Jifferell1 ratcs of 
detcrioration. and nlul ion mll, l then he lakenlo ensure lhal an acnLcate assessment or 
lm, ~nllre slrudllre is used 10 inl'>rm rehabili lation decisions 
On a smallcr seak. lOC implemental ion o i " p ald~/parlial repalrs to eictl1<'nIS rcsults in 
similar 'co mpositc' Slruc(ures. 
Th" patch repairs to the breab' aters ofthc Laaiplck harbour providc a good cxampk 
of this, "here Ihe worst locations of damagc arc bdng replaced" it h new . pateflcs' of 
fresh concreiC. I'he likclihooJ of fa ilure' of such tocthoJs i, noted in the first chaptcr 
of this work. owing to lOC prohabi lily lhal 'incipient' anodes wllll<mll adjacenl 10 the 
new concrete. and cOJTosion cel ls could then be fonneJ at an carly age poSl·repair. 
The works that "en: implcmentcd at St Helena Bay Harbollr at Jctty 1 also providc an 
interest ing example. L:pon initial investigation, it was dcar thai pre"iolls repair 
melhods. su~h as patch repairs had faikd. I'Ix: deck and beams were removcd fro m 
lhe jetty. demolisl...,d and replaecd with a decking system comprising prccast elC tl1<'nt s 
a, well as in situ cast clenx:nts, built lIpon lll<' original pLk~icolllmn s (SeC Chapler 
7.1.1). The futllJ'e pcr1ortnanc~ oflh<-' structllre a, a \\'IlOle "ill he l11or~ compl~x lo 
aSsess as nol only " ill the diIrerenl ele rn" nts oflhe struclurc he at di ffercnt ages, Ihe 
likely din~rel1<"e in concrete <.juality be twecn prccast and in siw ekmcnts "ill affen 
tflc performance in terms of Jura hi lily (as "as suspeeled with II~ (jo"~rnm~lll Jelly at 
Saldanha Bay) , Of C"OllrS<-', lllLS situal ion w()llld he even more crilical had I"" engineer 











7.2.2. ·/ !.ink h,'IU""n hinder Ill'" <1nd Jurahi/ill' 
'I he choicc of binder t}PC is importanl tor marille coocrete and be,lrS son~ discussion. 
In chapter .. (hc cOllcrde sp"'cdicf)tions (ktaikd in the commct doeumenlntion 
rcqLlired an e,iell(kr (either lily Asb - i't'\ or Grollnd Granulated Bla~I-lurnaee Slag -
GGRS) 10 be uscd III conjunction wi th Ordinary l'ol1la'l(l Cemcnt (OPCI for 
reinhm;cd concrelCS. 'I II(' detail shown on the contraLl dra\\ings, ho\\nn. stated a 
nlltl1!llLlln cOJ\lprc,"~j\ 'C <lrenglh ,md an aggregate Sl/.l' (eg. 45/19). It is commoll 
practic'~ to l~ ,'Ollcret,· Slxc if[c J.[ions on these valut's ,!lone. i. e. an eogmecr \'111 he 
" Il,,[ied \\Ith the conerele mix pro\'i<.kd il has lhe 1'{ ~ 'CTil"'J suellglh at 28 Jays. 
TllLls Ihe ""Itlll concrete pwperties. based on pres<oril't iH' sp<:cificmiom,. are il ssumed 
alld lIot ltJt: aSllred (c.g. the engi,.,..er has lillie proofthml 'A or UGB~ arc ~ C1l1a l ly lI~J 
on site), 
, «11.", 
c," I IOn [/ <um pre» i "0 
W«l~!h 
rC~"'I '"~C"''' 
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1" '1 ," 1 
SI"c,(im rh',,, 
I he sjJCcified conerew strength requi rements ,ar ied across the ""ntrads, ranging I;-om 
-to Ml'a 10 50 Ml'a. Ihis relatively high strenglh rC'luircment con~s 1;-0111 a durabilit} 
mther than a stJ'LlC tural re'luiremel\l, Traditionally lhe expected p<'"rl<)rmalK~ 01 a 
reinlorccd coneretc stJ'LlC ture in tcrms of durahililY has hll'gelj' het'n based on the 
cemenl content of the cOl)(;ret~ mix. This corresponds 10 :I high comprcssivc slrength. 
and thus a lmdit ion3liy ' :lcceptilbk' method of specifying tor durahility has hccn hy 
rClJuiring a minimllm cement content. or comprcssh'e strenglh thai mll"t he allained. 
In [I", ~~isting structur~s. lilt: Go\'ernment Jetty that "'-3S inve,1igmed at Saldanha bay 
gaw gooo Sllpport for such "--11 approa.::h. " ,here the chloride penetration Incl<. of 
members susrx'L1cd 10 be prc(;m,' "cre Iowcr than th"ile deemed to he in-s itu 
memlx:rs. Whibt lu ll compn>ssiw ,trt'l1g1h lesling was nOl p"'rformed, it would be 
cXp<'"cwd that tilt' precilst elements would h:lw a high.;r cement cOlltcnt than in-,itll 
placed concrete. rhe agc ofthc structure would indicatc that it is likely thal Ordinarj' 
Portland Cemenl wOllld haw ocen used as a hindcr. However. it should he noted Ihal 











At St Helena l\ay, the corcs extmcte<i ti'om Jetties 3 and 4 wcrc sent for analysis to 
determine cement content, and the rc_,ulh were higher than the usually "-'_'lImed \'alue 
(360 kgim' anJ 41){) kgim' compareJ to 300 kgim'). Thc chluride rewlts for these 
cOres w~re abo bellcr than expected, _,howing the inf1lJen~e that cement content can 
haw on the durability of reinfilrccd coocrek It is to k expeckd tha t 1110re re~ent 
structures using a minimal cement ~ontent ~oulJ potentially pertorl11 worse than older 
_';I rllCtllres, th,,,reby ruling out ~ge "_, the 111(lin factor go,-erning repair. 
As aJ,mlces in concrele lechnology hme ken made il is clear lha! lhere is mure 
imolv~d in a~hieving dmable concretc than >imply including a high cemenl ~onlem. 
Factors such as hinder typ.!, cur ing, porosity. expOSllre condition> ~nd cover 
contribll1c grcatly to the JurabililY of a wn~rctc. mKithereby discount the llJt:thoJ of 
spt:ci l'y ing Il)r Jurability from a slrenglh only perspeclivc. \"ilh the choi~e ofbinJer 
type especiall;-, ~on~rClCS can he made slgnilkanlly mOre durabl~ "ilh minimal extm 
expelbe_ bill it "'em> th;lllili, h given little prominence is current practice_ 
7.;:, 2. 5 Cover 10 reinforcement 
The cover sp~cificalion s for the RllJ;-lP c ntracts investigated in lhis thesis arc shown 
in Table 7-6. (lnd ,,'hile thrce sites use a slmKiarJ of60 mm, St Helena adopts a 75 
mm cover as stanJarJ, 




L .. iplek 
f/I ,'"'' 
The most econmTIlcal protection of _';lee! in concrete is often regarded as b.:ing Imre 
concrd e_ The practicality i_', how~'er, that it is often difficult during constrooion to 
achicvc good cover consistemly. rhe J);ceJ lor 11rge cover depths bc~omes less 
imponam as the concrelC quality is improved. 
The \'arious tests on existin:,< struclures uncowred some seriou, llll<;tuation, in C()\~r 
in use across th~S<! sites. Lo~ations such as lhe Jetties at St Helena Bay rn'ealcJ cuver 
depths or Jess than 30 mrn on oc~asion_ In cOl11pari")n, the specified co,·er In u_'" 
within the re]J'lir worb programm~ at that locality is in ex~ess ur75 mm. 










The chk,ride pro ti les ii-o m ixJlh Sl Helem, and Saldanha Ray indicale lhal cover 
depths of kss t tk1n 50 mm should not be u,ed for marine concrctcs, unless spcc iiic 
hinders arc lIsed to aJdrcs., dumbil il:: consideralions. A more con&:rvmiw valuc of 
75nun is reconunende<.l. a, it seem~ unlikt;ly th,11 thi~ ",ill incur much e:-..lra expense 
when iac to rillg in li l1 ure repairs into the budgcting system. As an c"mllpic. a 30 Lrlnl 
increase in CO\'Cr deplh to a 500 mm slah increascs the re'-jui red conndC hy a merC 
llo"'~vcr. it must l'lt: ooted t tk1t simply adopting a br.,cr co\~r depth and 
ignoring. concr~tc mmerial properties such as appropriatc hinder types will not resu lt 
in a durahle "lruc ture, 
7. 2.2.6 l ise viu re{Xlir philosophy 
Table 7-7 give> a sumn-';Iry of ltle rep,l ir philosophie~ tl~11 have heen glean~d from this 
"or\;. Th~ philosophy of repair ,It I ,iwip le l J 1,lroour was such t hm litt le torcnsic work 
was rx-' rlormed and standard repair works w~r~ specilicd. Simil",ly at Houl F'lay, it is 
apparent lhal lhe repairs lhal wCrC pcrii"mcd wCrC dl;\,en by a ~truc tur,11 nalure. a> 
oppo&:d 10 concrete m,l leria l consideralion". 
Tabl. 7_~: [)<",ril"io~ or p:<ner.l repair philo,op~i", 
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Al Sl llelen,1 Ra y el'li'rl W,IS 1ll,lde 10 understand the malcri,11 d"ml~leristics ofth<: 
structu rcs that \\-cr~ being r~pa ired . At tllis sit~ therc was also the tendency for 
eonscr"" tism in desi)!]l. as lhey srx-'c ilicd the highe"l level of CoWr lo new struClures 












The SaidanilJ I3a} contract 'Pcnt t in1C and moncy on t0relbl~ il1\~sl i :;ali()ns, and 
utilised lOC blest rep~u: products in the ir SP<'cificatio~ s. Acwunt w~~ mad~ li)r th" 
futu re P<'rformJn~e of the st rllctur~s. r>ktbods "pplkd fll Government klty. f,'r 
example, w"ukl "-Ispend de[~noration I->} t"" }"~f~, "hen it "as suggested thm more 
rhc adoplion of a repair philosophy is suggesled as a In;:~ns of ~~ses.~ing Jnd 
implementing r~pair proj~ct s from ~ holistic perspecti\'e , lher~ is a dallg~r in 
indi,iduall) dealing "ith dam~ged ~r~"s ill lhat il i ~ po~sible 10 lead 10 a situation 
wherehy parts or a location or structure ar~ repair~d to ~ much higher le,c1 than 
others. Su~h U!Je\'~llness in ~pproach" while maybe somelirnes ne~~,s~ry or expecI~d. 
i ~ llot suggesled as a ~uSl a;Imble SolUlion 
Connected to this is the question of ,,!Jt,lher il i~ bcller for a group of Slructures to all 
re'-luir~ nUIllIlellanCe at lre !;<Ime lime. or rather 10 tJ" able to spread lhe maintenance 
cost o\'er ~ number of y~al's" This \,-ould de peoo on what system (if any) is put in 
place loy the owners of lhe Slruclures to me~l the budget requirem.:nts of a 
mailllenallce programme, It i ~ the opillion "I' lhe aUlhor thal il is ,ery r~re thal su~h 
maintenallce l"(lllsidemtio", ~re made \\,hen tbe struc11lre i\ designed, Typic~lly" if 
based on ~ll)ihin g. design philosophies arc time based; i,e, it wouk! be required thJt 
lhe panicular stnlL1Ufes requ ire no m~inlenance lor lhe specified numb<.'1' of years 
aller I he r~palr \\ orb are perii)TlI",d, 
7,2.3 Ilnplelnentat ion/ Fx~cll1io n 
/,) ,3, f Guidu!),c uml direcrion from ("umrael D()cul!lenrarion 
Table 7_N: Contr.ct do"ument>lion .nl.,tion 
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TIl<: gliidallC~ And inl,)rnllliion lilal is relaynl 10 the peopk performing tlK' rocPJir 
\,orb is ocriti<:ai. In til<' form of dra"ing, or wntracl Jot'unleill s, il '" nucial tilal 
enough relnanl inlimnalion he givell 10 al l"", tl", peopk 'oc,po"sihl~ for tix' phy,ical 
application ofth~ "orks tn do an ad<'quclkjob. Repair mClhnJs , llCh a, patch r~pair, 
r~'luire spL'~ili,' altentlOn [0 <ktail 1'11" th" preraral~m of the ex isling ~""<:rdL anJ 
incorrcct prnccJu)'~s will r~sult ill the fJiturc of tile 'ocpair 'y,tcm. 
It is >ccn in ['Able 7·8 that man) of th~ specificAtions anJ dcscriptions ofwnrks that 
ar~ giwn to lh.: contractors ar~ simply copicd from cOl1tract tn contract and Jnlwmg 
to dmwing " ithoul be ing given proper e'a lu(l( iol1. It is likely Ihm the COl1troctors on· 
SiIC, and esp~ciAlIj the mti,wls puttil1g the '\Ork to hand, "illllOl hAVC acccss 10 th~ 
fllJl Sd n l' proi~et sJlCei lieat LollS, Thus the commllnication {) l' rdcvant in I,'rmal inn anJ 
in,lrucli{)ns me crilical to the sllCC,", of the rcpair "orb. especial ly lhose lhal il1,olw 
\~ry specific pro<:c<:lures. 
lhe Jillcreoc~ in k\"cI ofd~tAill>C1w~en the contrJct dra"ings (at St Helena Bay and 
S31danha Baj especiJlly) j , notable, While lhe dra"ing' li-orn thc H,'ut Baj al1J 
I .~J ipld; <:ontrach (bolh pn\(lu<:~d by [he Sl,me engin~~ring firm) flr~ of a relati\dy 
hfl , ic nJlur~, the dmwing" elt the oth~r two locatiOIl' ,how more deLlil and rekvJnt 
in fol'lllJl ion, sn..)''>ing tllJl differcn<:oc in engineering swndard and OpInion can CWn 
~xi>1 lxl"e~n IWO proj~ct kflnlS "ithin tile san>,: consultancy , Ihi, , hnws the 
inJi \'ldllal nuillre 0 I' each wntracL anJ h"" per"mal sly' k and prelerer":'c C,m lmp"';;1 a 
rep~ir n)ll[rocL 
7.:1 3 2 Qual in' cOII/ral of conCfClC on site fmm (I dllmhil ity pCfSp<'Ciive 
I oble 7_q Silt ' "II<'ni';o. 
I .""><i,,. Lui ,~ 11".1 110, , Sf H.! ... IIH S.lolu~. Ra, 
!kscTiplim ol'>i'" R. '1;1"'"'' l'l.<il' hy 
I 
(jj/a/i/ied I R~gu/", l';.<il.l hy U1J"ilii;.'J "lid 
"'pel''''' 'COl Tee/lllici"!1 .. n W"dual<' E.rlgl>1eer Ifl ('.'pcricnce >ell iar 
,-,hac ';' ~_'iii"e,'" ()n \'ile I ,"oolge r.IIKil>("'I' on S;k 
Tlk:r~ is a llOliccablc trend in CllIT~n( practic~ (relkcted at Ihe St Helcna Ba) Jnd 
Laaip l ~k ,ile,) 10 1l1<lVC "wa} limn ha" ing permanent ~'n g incering consultant 
r~pre,entali \'es based on-si leo /\1 Houl Bay and Saldanha. Il<'\\ev~r, it was <kcilkd to 











'>\nolh<'r ''''''Ihod ,,1' impr(win),! qUil lity contro l on ,it~. a mdl"m nol prt:S~'ll in IheSt: 
RAMP conlrad'. i, 10 inlrodlLcl" perl;JrmanCl"-ha,ed ,peciiications into Ihl" COTllrfl,:\. 
At present it is not s\~ndard practice to inctude criteri~ in II;;: contr~cts in which 
concrete can oc as~s>cci from ~ dlLmbilil \ l",rsp<"cti"~,~, 0ppD>cd to 'tr~ ngth criteria. 
It is pcrfornk:d occa'l()n~ ll ) by tl", conlrac\()rs al thc req"",1 oj" Ihe conslIlIan\. huI 
'liltil il is ~nli ) rc<,d III r~g ul~r sj"X'cifiC:llions. lI",r~ is liuk cont rol of ,,·Im! tlw 
prop<.,rtks achlJIl: ~r~ "fIb:: c oncrd~ tmt is hcint produccd in 11"s<: repair C(lntrilc1> , 
A ",,{fo rmaoc~"b ascci ,pecincmi"n. ""rhap' ~ \'" n l1lce mi" i....-:d a, J pa: '1i~n! iTem. 
"(mid conlnhul" gr~~lly to "n"-Lring a IlLKh 'lual ;l) prodlLc\, 
7 23. 3 irilll R~f'l/ir8 
Tht' 0'1 1" inslance of tria I rC]J'lir C\' ilknt "ithin tiles.; ("()'Itr"cts "as l l", tria I corro,ion 
",h,h't"r tc'TinJ:( at S~klanha I"'y. despi te il q at iTlg m the C'o1l\rXI document> th<l' Ik 
le<.\ il~ n I" '''Pair melhods i, maTld~lory . Such ',horl cUlS ' hy contraclors "ill only ~a\'" 
them marglila l lime and expense. but " il l Cll,t th~ ClOIl",llin),! ell!!iTl~er inval"ah le 
inl(mnatioTl. It is >trollg l) recommended thm II-;;:se trials be enforced on , ile . 
7.2.4 "lonitoring/Assessmenl 
7 2.·1. 1 Flllllre pe~fiJrm"n('~ otfep" ;f me"su~",< 
Repair contracts Iypicall) 1>3.\e "er) hll ie pro\'is ion lilr Ihe lilture mlmitoring or 11", 
rep~ir works thtot h~\'" been implemenled. fl) re vi,ilin),! II", Sil"S at ,ome IlLlure dat~. 
]"SS<.lllS C~Tl I", learm as 10 h(m the ,ariOlls repair 'T>e:lSUre' ha\~ j",rfilrn",d. and this 
ciln in turn he ll' to ,,"uide the fillur~ application of such repair lechnology. In many 
t~clmo logies . tor example with calhocijc prot~clion, clements that allow for flJllIr~ 
nloniloring oflhe Slruclur" can he hui ltmto the r"pmr worb. Tll<' pmm I",re i, that 
with proper des ign and execu tion. the repair works sho llkl hav~ some sort of 
gllliranl~" 0 r ""rii)rmance. 
Along with such a pWVJ'lO n comes the opportllnit y lor the consulting 











pCrfOnIlanCC of Ih~ n:P"lr lcchll<JkJ~y. If performancc lS rncasurct!, ant! I"unt! 10 be of 
"n unacceplable 'lualily. payment Can be wi thheld 
7.2.4.2 Future maintenance plannin!! 
'Il,e RA~1P project carne ~hoIl{ as a result of thc linle 01' no maintenance {O the 
harboul'S for neatly twenly years , 11 would lhcn follow Ihat /illure I'cpail'/maimcnance 
requirement> would he pan of lhe repair methodoklgies used by the re levant consult,. 
](owever. the pl'ojccts ~nd m~thodologies {h~t ha,'c heen inVCSTig~lcd in this work do 
no show such provision. nccpT IX'l'h~ps ~I Sald~nha flay, It is untonunaTcly Thcn 
like Iy Ihat Ih;, ,ituation will re-()("c ur 
7.2,4,3 C usl ejjixi i",mess in repair cOlllracts 
IncOl'rect repair specitlcation and improper cxecution of even corK'ctly chos.cn 
mcthods will res"lt in sillLallOns where not only w,lI the work have 10 be redone. blLt 
[his wlil havc to hapJXn al an even greater eXJXnse to the client. as it i, likely Ih"t 
d"ffiagc wlll hav~ progrcssed C'Tn tllTtkrby Ih"1 stage, 11 is" commonly he ld bellCf 
thaI more moncy spent ~Tan c~rlicr sTage on ~ highcr 'level" oftcp~ir willl'csull in a 
higher quality end product which will la ,1 longer. Il,i, is not always true. and 'imply 
a ]locaTing funds 10 a rcpair projcCI wlil 1)<)1 nccc",arily impro,'c its chan~c!; of success, 
Common praclice g~ancd from these IoUI' contracts tenrls to the cons.crvalivc side. 
f~ vounng . famlliar" rcp" ir rn.'lhous "S opposcd 10 more cxpen,;\'e nsky tecimoklgie,. 
~spccially thosc thai do nol ha v~ a hi'lor}' uf use in the surrounding area,. 
\'ihii sl Ihc full co,ts ~nd budgets oflhes.c cun1raClS werc n01 ~\'~ilablc tu Ihis r~!;carch, 
whal was cv id~1l1 w~s 1h~1 finance was the major driving laC10r in 1hc decision proces' 
fin repair. From th~ oulset. the RAr>.lI' programme wa, inilialed as " result of the 
majority of th~ slmclures lhat were identified not having had any significanl 
,n.aUllw~nc~ work 1Il almosl 20 ycu" II LS surprismg thcn, Ihat wilh Ihcs~ large 
cull1mCI ,'al'K:s (R8 miliiOil [0 RI3 millioo), mOrc money isn'l bemg spent On 
a<kquat~ forenSlc invesligation "nu repair Iri"llesting. 
Evcn on a ,mailer seaic, m"ny of lhc dc~isions lhal wcrc madc in [hc individual 











7.3.3 St Helena Bay 
At St Helena Bay it appears the approach was more conservative in nature. While this 
contract had the lowest concrete strength requirements of the four, the adopted cover 
for new structures was above average as wen as the tendency to replace versus repair. 
The repair works also benefited directly from the information given by forensic tests 
of specific structures. Very little if any repair products were used, and the information 
and instruction shown in the construction drawings was of a high standard in 
comparison to the other three contracts. 
7.4 The Anatomy of a Concrete Repair Contract 
Successful repair contracts require inputs and decisions at various levels throughout 
their time frame, and ignoring or overlooking relevant factors will lead to poor repairs. 
The flow chart that is presented below represents the 'structure' of a repair contract, 














GUIDED BY INDICATORS - MOSTLY VISUAL 
REPAIR NEED 
USE OF INSPECTION PROGRAMMES 
FORENSIC TESTS, E.G. CHLORIDE PROFILING, CORROSION 
RATE MEASUREMENT 
UNDERSTANDING OF DETERIORATING PROCESSES 
ASSESSMENT OF DAMAGE 
UNDERSTANDING OF EXPOSURE CONDITIONS 
RELEVANCE AND EXTENT OF DAMAGE 
REQUIREDLEVELOFPERFORMMNCE 
CONSEQUENCES OF ALL OPTIONS - INCLUDING DO NOTHING 
LIKELY FUTURE PERFORMANCE OF REPAIRS 
DESIGN CONFIDENCEITRACK RECORD OF CHOSEN REPAIRS 
A VAILABLE BUDGET FOR/COST OF REPAIRS 
FUTURE USE OF STRUCTURE 
FUTURE REPAIR/MAINTENANCE PLANNING 
ON-SITE QUALITY CONTROL 
IMPLEMENTATION 
REPAIR TRIALS/ EARLY TESTING OF REPAIR QUALITY 
EVALUATION OF WNG TERM REPAIR PERFORMMNCE 
MONITORING ADEQUATE MAINTENANCE PLANNING 
FUTURE ASSESSMENT FOR SPECIFIC DAMAGE 
Figure 7-6: Repair Pbilosopby 
7.4.1 Identification of Repair Need 
The identification of the repair needs will most often be guided by the 
available budget for inspection programmes, and these programmes are based 
mainly on visual indicators. This was the case for the structures that were 
repaired under the RAMP programme. Key to this stage is the level of 
expertise of the person responsible this investigation. An understanding of 











7.4.2 Assessment of Damage 
Once these structures have been identified, a funer assessment of damage must 
be performed: it is not enough to rely on the initial visual survey alone. The 
research in this thesis has shown the value of forensic testing in understanding 
the damage to structures, and also informing repair methodology. Where 
necessary external expertise (from researchers, product manufacturers, etc,) 
should be consulted in order to ensure a full understanding of the deleterious 
mechanisms. The damage to the structure must also be evaluated in terms of 
relevance and impact on future usage. 
7.4.3 Design 
Numerous factors must be considered fully in the 'design' phase, not least of 
which is addressing all the available repair options. In the RAMP repair 
contracts it seems the one option in particular, patch repair, was favoured. 
Each option should be considered in terms of practicality and likelihood of 
success. Invariably the budget of the programme will affect the level of repair 
that is implemented, but the effects of adopting less expensive methods should 
be assessed and presented to the client. Consideration must also be made for 
the future, addressing ways in which the repair methods can be tested for 
success and giving a prediction of future repair needs where possible. 
7.4.4 Implementation 
Once the work is put to hand on-site, it is important to be able to monitor the 
quality of the work. While two of the four contracts in this work have not 
opted for full time supervision, it is still something that should be mandatory 
on repair contracts, depending on size and complexity. The testing of repair 
works is also something that should be included as mandatory, wherever 
possible. 
7.4.5 Monitoring 
The repair works should be evaluated some time after implementation to 
assess the level of success. Regular inspection and maintenance should be 











Both figures show a number of important factors that are to be considered in an 
phases, particularly upon the 'decision' phase. One of the most important of these is 
the input that can be provided by the detailed assessment and understanding of the 
damage processes at work. Also prevalent in both figures is the need for the 
consideration of future requirements for repair and maintenance. The realistic 
performance of the repairs should be evaluated and accordingly factored into the 
recommendations made by the engineer. 
Unfortunately the limited budgets that are currently available for infrastructure repair 
in this country are a limiting factor in the decision process. The adoption ofa working 
strategy for repair will help avoid unnecessary spending. Thus an overview of the 
process such as is given in these two figures is suggested for consideration in planning 
and designing repair works to reinforced concrete structures. 
One manner in which repair systems could be improved is by standardising the factors 
that are being used in decision making process. A predetermined set of checks that 
should be performed on the structure in order to fully assess the damage is already 
commonplace in engineering practice, for example with condition survey diagnostic 
sheets. A checklist approach to the whole process, however, would help to prevent the 
possible overlooking of critical aspects of damage, but also help to consider other 
aspects such as alternative repair options and future maintenance, ignored due to 
simple forgetfulness or even inadequate training and education. 
At present it is common practice to use standardised inspection sheets for assessing 
damage, but there is no clear way forward from this point. Engineers are then left to 
use their own judgement to decide upon which tools, if any, are to be used to further 
investigate the structure to help gain a better understanding of the damage and 
necessary action. 
It would be dangerous, however, to adopt a blanket approach and gIve 
recommendations for remedial measures from a single viewpoint. The nature of 
reinforcement corrosion in concrete, as has been discussed in detail throughout this 











suggested, instead, is the use of a 'checklist' approach, in order to ensure that no 
possible areas have been neglected or overlooked. This would not be a governing 
document in a contract, as it is possible for this to be limited and outdated as new 
advances are made in the concrete field, but it is to be used as a suggested guideline 
for inspection, assessment and repair decision making. 
The use of such a systematic approach also creates a transparency for the client to be 
able to see how the adopted repair philosophy has impacted the repair contract. For 
example if the philosophy is to apply minimal repair works to a structure at lowest 
expense in order to prolong it's life by five years, the level of assessment, forensic 
tests, choice of materials and repair methods, implementation on site and future 
maintenance and monitoring requirements will aU be attuned to that philosophy. 
Alternatively, if the repaIr philosophy incorporated an uncapped budget to 
repair/rehabilitate a structure for an indefmite lifespan (for example a historical 
structure), the implications of this would also effect all decisions throughout the repair 
project and not just in the adoption of more expensive methods of repair. 
By adopting a repair philosophy at an early stage and understanding a repair contract 
from this 'strategy' overview, repair contracts can be managed more efficiently and 












The objectives that were set in first chapter of this thesis have been fulfilled. The 
literature review presented in Chapter 2 gave detail regarding the fundamentals of the 
repair of reinforced concrete in the marine environment, and served as a base to which 
reference could be made when discussing the various repair strategies that had been 
performed at the four sites. Detail was included of investigative methods and repair 
strategies that were not adopted, such as Corrosion Rate Measurement and Cathodic 
Protection, but this was necessary to understand what other options were available but 
overlooked. 
A review of the Contract Documentation was performed in chapter 4 and it soon 
became evident that while similar (if not identical) project specifications were used 
for the contracts, the difference in detail and description of the construction drawings 
existed between aU four, even between two contracts involving the same company. 
Chapter 5 presented a survey of the works perfonned at each site, and began to show 
the differences in approach: at some locations 'conventional' patch repairs were 
adopted, while at others innovative surface treatment combinations were tested, and at 
many locations demolition and reconstruction was favoured. Each contract summary 
commenced with a table showing the locations of the repair works, the type of repair, 
a description of the damage found, a description of the repair works performed and a 
summary of the relevant specifications. 
Forensic tests performed at Saldanha Bay and St Helena Bay were presented in 
Chapter 6, and not only did these tests provide more information about the state of 
deterioration of the reinforced concrete elements, but they also gave guidance as to 
what repair methods would be most suitable. At Saldanha Bay the repair trial of a 
corrosion inhibitor in conjunction with other surface treatments was performed. 
The results from these forensic tests were discussed and compared in the first section 
of chapter 7, after which the four contracts were critiqued and evaluated in terms of 
repair methodologies. This compared the differences in the four contracts at various 
stages, ranging from initial investigations to detailed design and ultimately execution 











current practice. The chapter closed with a brief summary of the four contracts, and 
presented an outline of a typical repair contract giving important considerations that 
must be addressed at various stages. 
In general, the evaluation showed that there is room for improvement in current 
practice. There are inexpensive and relatively 'quick' forensic tests that can directly 
enhance knowledge and guide repair decisions that are not being utilised fully. The 
contract documentation does not fully address the individual contracts, but rather uses 
outdated specifications repetitively without incorporating the 'state of the art'. The 
repair methods chosen often seem to be a copy of existing repairs which have failed, 
and some repairs which have doubtful track records (such as localised patch repairs) 
are still being used regularly. Despite specific instructions in the contract regarding 
trial repair testing, this is not commonly found in practice. Thus it is felt that the 
recommendations made in the following section will improve current practice and 
certainly make repairs more durable and likely to succeed. 
7.6 Recommendations 
7.6.1 For Repair and Rehabilitation Contracts 
• Corrosion Inhibitor use - combinations 
The testing in this thesis showed that the use of a corrosion inhibitor is 
improved in conjunction with a hydrophobic surface treatment. This allows 
the inhibitor to penetrate to a greater depth, in this work 50 -70 mm. 
• Cover depth 
While specifying cover without accounting for binder type and other material 
properties is dangerous, the chloride analysis results in this work showed that 
in existing concretes (typically plain OPC), chlorides were able to penetrate in 
quantity (above 0.4% by mass of binder) to a depth of at least 50 mm within 
the serviceable lifespan of the structure. More research is needed in this 
regard, but the cover used for new reinforced concrete elements in the St 
Helena Bay harbour repair (75 mm) is encouraged. This value could be 
modified if blended binders were incorporated into the concrete mix design. 











Instances of failed repair works have emerged in this research, but similar 
methods are still being specified, in particular some patch repairs. Caution 
must be taken when prescribing such methods - the reasons for failure should 
be investigated and addressed in new repair methods. Simply replacing 'like' 
with 'like' without proper investigation and analysis is not sound engineering. 
• Contract Documentation 
This research showed that the copying of standards across contracts was 
common, but there is a marked difference in the level of detail shown of the 
various contract drawings. It is recommended that aU relevant information 
pertaining to repair works, products, material information etc. be included in 
the contract drawings. 
• The use of forensic testing in remedial measure specifications 
The direct benefit of using forensic testing such as chloride profiling for 
informing repair decisions has been shown on numerous occasions. Not only 
are the tests capable of indicting the level of damage in a structure, in some 
instances guidance has also been given about which repair method to adopt. 
.. Anatomy of a repair strategy/proposed checklist for repair projects 
A checklist approach as well as the holistic adoption of a repair philosophy 
has been presented and is recommended for future contracts. 
.. Combining existing and new elements 
The effect of combining old and new concrete elements has not yet been fully 
assessed and care should be taking when assessing such 'composite' 
structures. 
.. Trial repair tests 
The tests performed at Saldanha Bay showed that it is possible even in 
locations with limited access to perform trial repair tests that inform repair 
processes and decisions. While mandatory testing i~ included in the contract 
documentation, the reality found on site is that it is seldom put into practice. 
.. Performance based testing 
The need for systems that allow the performance and success of repair 
methods to be quantified and assessed has been no~ed. The inclusion of such 











product. It could even be included as an incentive to the contractors, 
encouraging better workmanship. 
• Site supervision 
The tendency of sites not to have a pennanent resident engineer is evident in 
two of the four contracts. While the effect of such on-site control is hard to 
measure, the lack of such measures can only result in poor quality repair 
works. 
7.6.2 For Further Work 
• Surface leaching 
The possibility of surface leaching and the effect of chlorides and corrosion 
inhibitors to migrate out of concrete were suspected in tests performed in the 
work. Further investigation could prove useful in this field, in order to confirm 
the original assumptions. 
• Assessment of current repair works 
An assessment of the performance of the current repair works, made at a later 
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